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Basic Principle

Pressure ratio: usually about 15, but up to 40 and more
Turbine inlet temperature (TIT): 900° - 1700°C
Turbine exit temperature (TET): 400° - 600°C
Power: 100 kW – 300 MW
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50 – 70 % of turbine power
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Jet engine
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Stationary Gas Turbine

Stationary Gas Turbine
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Silo-type combustion chamber

Aero Engine
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Twin-spool and Triple-spool design

• 18th century: First patents of John Barber, Dumpell and Bresson
• 1902: Moss (USA) built a gas turbine with „negative“ output
• 1904: Stolze (Germany) hot air turbine, not successful
• In 1930s: heat resistant steels, aerodynamic knowledge -> modern 

design
• In Switzerland Escher-Wyss, BBC and Sulzer built gas turbines up to 

20 MW power with TIT of 650°C
• Strong impetus from the development of jet engines during and after

WWII
• Since 1950: jet engine became dominant propulsion system
• Since 1960: strong development of stationary gas turbines, at the

beginning mostly modified jet engines

Gas turbine history

The world‘s first industrial
gas turbine set –
Neuchatel, Switzerland 
(1939-2002) 

Source: Alstom
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Enthalpy difference is  higher between 3 and 4 than between 1 and 2 !

T-s diagram of gas turbine process
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Characteristics of gas turbine process
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Development of peak temperature
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Turbine blade cooling

Cooled turbine blade
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Overheated Turbine Blades

APS ceramic thermal 
barrier coating (ZrO2) 
with an intermediate 
adhaerance layer

Surface temperature can 
be reduced by 300K 

Source: Werner Stamm, Siemens PG, Turbinenschaufeln mit Keramikbeschichtung, Technik in Bayern, Sept, Okt.2006, S. 12-13

Thermal barrier coatings
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Quelle: Cerjak

Optimisation by controlled solidification

Multi-cristall Single cristall

Increased creep strength, i.e. higher temperatures
Directionally solidified

Optimisation by controlled solidification
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Gas turbine cycle options

Reheat
combustor

Intercooler

Recuperator

Source: IEA Coal Research, 1995

Carnot Cycle: The higher the temperature of 
heat input and the lower the temperature of 
heat extraction the better the cycle efficiency!

Comparison of gas turbine cycles

Source: IEA Coal Research, 1995

EU project NEWAC: Intercooled
recuperated aero engine (IRA)
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Intercooled recuperated gas turbine

Source: IEA Coal Research, 1995

Recuperated gas turbine cycle
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Intercooled gas turbine

Gas Turbines
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Steam Injected Gas Turbine (STIG)

Source: www.otsg.com

STIG cycle takes waste heat from the gas turbine, converts water into
steam and then injects this steam into the gas turbine (water treatment)

Steam-Injected Kawasaki M7A-01ST Gas Turbine 
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Steam Injected Gas Turbine (STIG)

• Steam/air flow ratio up to 0.2
• Power can be nearly doubled
• Efficiency increase by 15% - points
• NOx emissions are reduced by up to 80%
• Less investment costs than CC plant
• Suitable for small power output ( - 100 MW)
• High efforts for water treatment
• 5 – 10 % steam flow allowed for many models without adaptations

Source: www.otsg.com

HAT (Humidified Air Turbine)
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A Study of Humidified Gas
Turbines for Short-Term
Realization in Midsized Power
Generation—Part I:
Nonintercooled Cycle Analysis
Humidified Gas Turbine (HGT) cycles are a group of advanced gas turbine cycles that use
water-air mixtures as the working media. In this article, three known HGT configurations
are examined in the context of short-term realization for small to midsized power genera-
tion: the Steam Injected Gas Turbine, the Full-flow Evaporative Gas Turbine, and the
Part-flow Evaporative Gas Turbine. The heat recovery characteristics and performance
potential of these three cycles are assessed, with and without intercooling, and a prelimi-
nary economic analysis is carried out for the most promising cycles.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.1788683�

Introduction
Humidified Gas Turbine �HGT� cycles are a group of advanced

gas turbine cycles that have been studied as an alternative to the
combined cycle and reciprocating engines for power generation.
HGT cycles can be classified as gas turbine cycles that utilize
water-air mixtures as the working fluid through the expander. Wa-
ter vapor is obtained from evaporative processes in the cycle, for
example, a heat recovery boiler, a humidification tower, or
through water injection into the working fluid. As the expander
flow increases without increasing the compressor flow, higher spe-
cific power outputs and efficiencies are achieved than those for the
simple gas turbine cycle.
Many variations of the HGT have arisen, for example, the hu-

mid air turbine �HAT� cycle, the Steam Injected Gas Turbine
�STIG� cycle, the Cheng cycle, the recuperated water injection
�RWI� cycle, and the Evaporative Gas Turbine �EvGT� cycle. The
main advantages identified with HGT cycles are electrical effi-
ciencies similar to the combined cycle �CC� with higher specific
power outputs �1–3� and significantly higher total efficiencies in
combined heat and power �CHP� applications �4,5�. Furthermore,
because the HGT cycles do not require a steam turbine for the
bottoming cycle, specific investment costs ($/kWe) are signifi-
cantly lower than those for the CC �6�. Rydstrand, Westermark,
and Bartlett �4� showed this to be especially true in combined heat
and power applications due to the HGT’s superior total efficien-
cies. Short start-up times and good load following characteristics
have been reported �3,7� in addition to very low NOx emissions
with the use of only a diffusion burner �3�. Given this combination
of characteristics, the focus of HGT commercialization falls natu-
rally on distributed generation, peak-load plants, and industrial-
sized applications (1 –80MWe). Above this size, the flexibility
and low investment costs of the HGT cycles become less impor-
tant in the face of the mature performance and market position
associated with large combined cycle.
The steam-injected gas turbine cycle uses exhaust gas heat to

raise steam in a boiler that is then injected into the working fluid.

This configuration has been investigated thoroughly in the litera-
ture, with Larsson and Williams �8� and Tuzson �9� presenting
good overviews. In 1978, Cheng patented the Cheng cycle �10�, a
variation on the steam-injected cycle, which has since been com-
mercialized based on the Allison 501 KM gas turbine. Kellerer
and Spangenberg �7� report on operating experience from such a
plant in Munich. Other gas turbine cycles with varying degrees of
steam injection have been commercialized by General Electric,
Aquarius, and Kawasaki. Macchi and Poggio �11� and dePaepe
and Dick �12� have addressed water recovery systems for steam-
injected cycles.
Evaporative gas turbine cycles can be defined as cycles which

evaporate water directly into the working fluid. Water injection,
i.e., spraying fine, warm droplets into the working fluid, was pro-
posed by Gasparovic and Stapersma �13� and was further studied
and developed by Mori et al. �14�, and Frutschi and Plancherel
�15�. Nakamura et al. �16� first patented an evaporative cycle
which utilizes a humidification tower instead of direct water in-
jection to evaporate the water. Fluor Daniel, Inc. investigated the
humid air turbine �HAT� cycle �1,17�, which also features a hu-
midification tower instead of water injection, and patented some
variations �18�. Amongst others, Chiesa et al. �19�, Eidensten
et al. �20� Stecco et al. �21�, Rosén �22�, and Yan, Eidensten, and
Svedberg �23� have evaluated different configurations of evapora-
tive gas turbine cycles.
In Sweden, evaporative gas turbine �EvGT� system studies

were initiated at the Royal Institute of Technology �KTH� and
Lund Institute of Technology �LTH�, leading to the formation of
the EvGT Consortium with industry and the Swedish Energy
Agency in 1993. This consortium has concentrated on cycles with
humidification towers for evaporation and has demonstrated the
EvGT-technology for the first time in Lund, Sweden. A small-
scale (600-kWe) pilot plant was constructed with a humidification
tower and recuperator, and later complemented with an after-
cooler. Ågren et al. �24�, Lindquist �3�, Bartlett and Westermark
�25�, Dalili and Westermark �26�, and Thern, Lindquist, and Tor-
rison �27� have addressed different aspects of the EvGT pilot
plant, including performance, operation characteristics, air and
water quality, water recovery, humidification, and modeling.
Economic and technical simulation studies of midsize plants

�70–80 MW� are also included in the EvGT project �6,28� along
with application studies. Rydstrand, Westermark, and Bartlett �4�
investigated natural gas-fired humidified gas turbines in district

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
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heating applications, while Bartlett et al. �29� examined cofired
humidified cycles, also in district heating applications. Simonsson
et al. �30� presented an analysis of EvGT cycles for industrial
cogeneration using waste heat sources.
One important concept to arise from the EvGT project is the

part-flow EvGT cycle �PEvGT�, whereby only a fraction of the
compressor air is used in the humidification tower. Westermark
patented the concept �31� and Ågren �2� first introduced it to the
literature. The authors studied this configuration with varying
part-flow ratios for an industrial and an aeroderivative core engine
and found that the optimal part-flow lies within the range 10–30%
�2�. These studies, however, should be extended to a general ther-
modynamic and economic comparison with competing HGT con-
cepts in power generation.

Scope
This two-paper series aims to identify the short-term thermody-

namic and economic potential of HGT cycles with newly designed
gas turbine machinery under 80MWe. An analysis is presented of
three HGT concepts—the steam-injected cycle, the full-flow
EvGT �FEvGT� cycle, and the PEvGT cycle—with and without
intercooling. Favorable conditions for the different HGT concepts
and configurations are identified and promising cycles are ex-
tracted for economic analysis. This paper, Part I, presents the
background to the modeling and a thermodynamic analysis of the
nonintercooled cycles, while the following paper, Part II, presents

a thermodynamic analysis of intercooled HGT cycles �HGT-IC�
and an economic comparison of the alternatives �36�.

Outline of the HGT Cycles for Analysis

The STIG Cycle. In the STIG cycle, shown in Fig. 1�a�,
steam is raised in a heat recovery steam generator �HRSG� and
then injected into the working fluid after the compressor. Feed
water preheating occurs in an economizer �B-ECO�, evaporation
in a boiler �BOIL�, and high temperature heat recovery in a su-
perheater �B-SH�. Water vapor in the flue gas can be recovered in
a flue gas condenser �FGC�, then treated and recycled to the
HRSG, making the cycle water self-sufficient. As the boiler is

Fig. 1 Cycle layout of the nonintercooled HGT concepts to be studied

Fig. 2 STIG cycle used for the cost of electricity „CoE… analy-
sis in Part II

Table 1 Core engine characteristics

Inlet conditions ISO
Inlet flow 50 kg/s
Compressor inlet �P 1%
Compressor isentropic
efficiency

0.9

Intercooler �P �Part II cycles
only�

2%

Compressor outlet �P 1%
Combustion chamber �P 3%
Turbine polytropic efficiency 0.87
Turbine exit �P 1.8%
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limited to one pressure, superheated-STIG cycles typically have
difficulty accessing low-quality heat and the flue gas can leave the
HRSG at quite high temperatures. One way to increase heat re-
covery is to introduce steam cooling where slightly superheated
steam is used to cool the gas turbine components instead of com-

pressed air. This decreases the amount of steam for superheating,
allowing more boiling and feed water preheating, thus increasing
the amount of heat recovered.

The FEvGT Cycle. Instead of boiling the water separately,
the EvGT cycle raises water vapor through evaporating water di-
rectly into the working medium in a humidification tower. In what
is called the FEvGT concept in this article �see Fig. 1�c��, the
entire compressor outlet passes through the humidification circuit,
where it is cooled and humidified before being reheated and in-
troduced to the combustion chamber. A primary surface recupera-
tor �REC� is usually suggested for high-temperature heat recovery.
The evaporation duty is extracted using an economizer �H-ECO�
and an aftercooler �AC�. In the humidification tower �HT�, simul-
taneous mass and heat transfer takes place. Water heated to
slightly below the boiling point is distributed across a packed bed
where it is brought into countercurrent contact with compressed
air. As the vapor pressure of the water exceeds the partial pressure

Fig. 3 PEvGT cycle used for the CoE analysis in Part II

Fig. 4 FEvGT cycle used for the CoE analysis in Part II

Table 2 Pressure losses in the different HGT cycles

Area STIG PEvGT FEvGT

Flue gas 3% 4% 7%a
HC — 0b 5%
BC c c —

arecuperator �P�6% �32�.
ba steam ejector is used to overcome the pressure loss in the humidification circuit.
c5 bar overpressure is used to compensate for steam circuit pressure losses and the
ejector.

Table 3 The modeling characteristics of cycle areas

Area Item
Applicable
cycle

Modeling
characteristic Value

Boiler
circuit

B-ECO STIG,
PEvGT

Outlet sub
cooling

10K

BOIL STIG,
PEvGT

Pinch at drum 15K

B-SH STIG,
PEvGT

Effectivenessa 85%

H-SH

Humidification
circuit

H-ECO PEvGT,
FEvGT

Cold approach
temperature

15K

AC PEvGT,
FEvGT

IC PEvGT,
FEvGT

H-FWPH PEvGT,
FEvGT

Hot approach
temperature

15K

HT PEvGT,
FEvGT

Minimum
driving force
(t�tad)

4K

Recuperator REC FEvGT Effectivenessa 90%

Water
recovery

WRU All Self-
supporting
temperature

—

aThe effectiveness quoted is the enthalpy effectiveness. This expresses the heat trans-
ferred as a percentage of complete, ideal heat exchange.

Table 4 The core engine parameters

Parameter Values

CDP Compressor discharge
pressure �bar�

20, 25, 30, 35

TIT Firing temperature �°C� 1200, 1350, 1500
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of water in the air, evaporation takes place. This diabatic process
takes most of the heat for evaporation from the water film, cooling
the water as it flows down the tower. Hence a cold exit water
stream from the HT is obtained, which can act effectively as an
internal heat sink.

The PEvGT Cycle. Ågren �2� presented and investigated the
PEvGT concept introduced by Westermark �31�. The guiding prin-
ciple of this concept is to reduce the heat exchange area and
pressure drop penalties compared to a full-flow configuration
while achieving the same heat recovery. To achieve this, only a
part of the compressor outlet is extracted, cooled, humidified, re-
heated, and reinjected. The PEvGT cycle is illustrated in Fig. 1�b�
and can be seen to combine features of the STIG and FEvGT
cycle in one cycle. Like the STIG cycle, a HRSG is used to raise
superheated steam, utilizing flue gas heat above the system boiling
point. To fully exploit the heat remaining below the boiling point,
a humidification tower with a part-flow from the compressor is
used. Hence, the humidifier’s purpose in this cycle is akin to the
low-pressure boiler in a CC. The humidified part-flow is then
heated with, or parallel to, the steam in a humid air superheater
�H-SH�. As the water vapor content is very high in the H-SH,
excessive surface areas will not be required, nor the transition to a
recuperator. Other PEvGT cycle configurations have been studied:

Fig. 5 Composite curves of the nonintercooled HGT cycles

Fig. 6 Comparison of the performance maps of the air-cooled
„ac… and steam cooled „sc… STIG cycle

Fig. 7 The performance maps of the nonintercooled STIG and
PEvGT cycles
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first with a recuperator and two-stage humidifier but no boiler, and
second with a recuperator, humidifier and boiler �2�. However, we
have chosen to study the concept in Fig. 1�b� due to its simplicity.
As an improvement over past configurations, we suggest using a
steam ejector instead of a booster fan to overcome the pressure
drop caused by the humidification process and heat exchangers.

Modeling the Cycles
The parameters for the cycle simulation have been chosen to

represent current gas turbine technology in the midsize range.
Furthermore, the heat exchangers and the humidification tower are
modeled with somewhat conservative parameters so that their di-
mensions and costs are reasonable. GATECYCLE is used to model
the gas turbine, heat exchangers, and cycle performance. The hu-
midification tower and flue gas condensers are modeled using in-
house programs linked with GATECYCLE through MS Excel.
The cycle can be divided into four areas: the core engine, the

boiler circuit, the humidification circuit, and water recovery. Each
section is discussed below and refers to both Parts I and II.

The Core Engine. The core engines for the different HGT
cases are assumed to be purpose-built for humidified operation,
i.e., they operate at their design point with a flow imbalance. The
design constant is a compressor capacity of 50 kg/s air at ISO
conditions. Consequently, the size of the turbine expander varies
between cases following the degree of humidification, giving a
cycle power output of 30–50MWe. As the heat exchange network
is modeled conservatively, giving good driving forces and low
costs, the thermodynamic data presented in the results may be
scaled directly to smaller gas turbine cycles (5 –15MWe) without
adjusting the heat exchange network. However, the lower firing
temperatures and pressures presented in this article are perhaps
more applicable to smaller core engines. Table 1 outlines the con-
stants used to model the core engine.
HGT cycles have cooling media other than the compressor air

available, for example, saturated steam or cool humid air from the
humidification tower. For reasons outlined in the section entitled
‘‘Results and Discussion,’’ the STIG cycle presented is steam
cooled, while the evaporative cycles are cooled with compressor
air. The cooling flow to the nozzle �stator� of the turbine is deter-
mined by GATECYCLE using the metal temperature of the turbine
blades as expressed in Eq. �1�. The reference parameters are taken
from previous simulations �2�. The cooling flow to the rotor is set
as equal to the cooling flow to the nozzle, a conservative assump-
tion as rotor cooling flows are usually less than nozzle flows.

Mcool�Mcool ,re f �Cp ,re fCp
�
cool

� Cp
Cp ,re f

�
gas� � Tg�TmetalTg�Tcool

�
� Tg�TmetalTg�Tcool

�
ref

� 1.1

,

(1)

where M is the cooling flow rate, Cp is the specific heat, T is the
temperature, and subscripts gas denote inlet gas value, cool de-
notes cooling gas value, and ref denotes the value at the reference
condition.
While Eq. �1� is limited as heat transfer properties are not ac-

counted for, it was judged to be more realistic than other GATE-
CYCLE options. Typical cooling flows are given in the flow sheets
contained in Figs. 2–4 and Figs. 6–9 in Part II �36�.

The Heat Recovery Circuits. The boiler circuit �BC� is clas-
sified as the section of the HGT cycle which raises steam for
delivery to the combustion chamber, in other words, the HRSG.
This includes the B-ECO, the BOIL, and the superheaters �B-SH
and H-SH�.
The humidification circuit �HC� is the heat recovery section that

delivers energy to the humidification process. This consists of the

Fig. 8 The performance maps of the nonintercooled FEvGT
and PEvGT cycles

Fig. 9 The performance map of the nonintercooled PEvGT
cycles for varying working pressures and part flows at a con-
stant firing temperature of 1350°C

Table 5 Approach temperature and pressure drop sensitivity
of the HGT cycles

Cycle
Config-
uration Base �el

��el �%, abs.�

Low �t
Low
HC �p

Low flue
gas �p

STIG-sc 30 bar
1350°C

50 �0.4 ¯ �0.2

PEvGT 35 bar
1350°C

52.1 �0.4 ¯ �0.2

FEvGT 25 bar,
1350°C

50.9 �0.75 �0.3 �0.3
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HT, aftercooler �AC�, humidification circuit economizer �H-ECO�,
and feed water preheater �H-FWPH�. An intercooler is also in-
cluded in paper II.
Table 2 shows the pressure drops resulting from the heat recov-

ery systems, while Table 3 shows the performance characteristics
of these items. The water flows through the AC, intercooler �IC�,
and H-ECO were adjusted such that the water outlet temperature
was 10 K subcooled compared to the humidification tower
pressure.

Humidification Model. While GATECYCLE contains a humidi-
fication tower model, which satisfactorily performs overall energy
and mass balances, it does not check the internal conditions of the
tower packing. Therefore, the model may converge on inoperable
conditions where a point in the packing actually contravenes equi-
librium. As such an in-house humidification tower model is inte-
grated into the cycle calculations through a link with MS Excel
for performance and dimensioning. The model is based on
working-line theory common in unit operations �33,34� and uses a
humid air properties model that account for nonideal mixing ef-
fects �35�. Importantly, the model has been experimentally veri-
fied for use with packed-bed and tubular humidifiers �26�. A de-
scription of this model can be found in Ågren �2� and Dalili and
Westermark �26�.

Parameter Study
Currently, there is a push for higher working pressures and

firing temperatures for industrial midsized gas turbines. The pa-
rameters for this study are chosen to reflect these trends and are
presented in Table 4. It was deemed infeasible to increase the
working pressure beyond 35 bar without intercooling.
The optimal part-flow ratio in the PEvGT cycle will also vary

with each core engine parameter. Ågren �2� showed that the prob-
able optimum lies at lower part-flow ratios. Therefore, the part-
flow ratio ��� in the PEvGT cycle is varied from 5–40%. Note
that � is defined as the mass fraction of compressor intake air that
is lead to humidification circuit.

Results and Discussion
This section examines and compares the performance of the

nonintercooled HGT cycles. The results for the intercooled HGT
cycles and a final economic analysis may be found in paper II.

Heat Recovery Comparison. Before analyzing the response
of the HGT cycles to changes in pressure and the firing tempera-
ture, it is important to appreciate the nature of each cycle’s heat
recovery system. Figure 5 presents composite curves produced
from the simulations at 30 bar and a combustor outlet of 1350°C.
These curves show the amount and nature of the heat transferred
in the cycle, including the aftercooler and flue gas. Composite
curves are obtained through adding the m•cp values of all the heat
sources or heat sinks for a temperature region, respectively, and
multiplying the sum by the temperature change in that region.
Examining the three diagrams, it is clear that the FEvGT trans-

fers the most heat between the streams �50 MW�, nearly twice the
amount of the STIG cycle �27 MW� and 35% more than the
PEvGT �37 MW�. This reflects the extra heat transfer required in
the FEvGT’s humidification circuit to cool and heat the entire
airflow from the compressor in the aftercooler and recuperator. As
the PEvGT passes only a fraction of the compressed air through
the HC, it requires less heat transfer for this purpose. The STIG
cycle has no humidification circuit. Importantly, the FEvGT cycle
�16.6 MW� has seven times as much gas-gas heat transfer as the
STIG �2.4 MW� and double that of the PEvGT �8.3 MW�. There-
fore, due to the amount of heat exchange in the FEvGT and the
domination of gas-gas heat transfer therein, the FEvGT will re-
quire considerably more heat exchange area than either the STIG
or the PEvGT.
It is important to note the different strategies to utilize low

temperature heat in the different HGT cycles. It is these strategies

which in turn have a critical consequence on the choice of turbine
cooling media. In the STIG cycle, steam cooling is used to re-
cover more low temperature heat. By decreasing the amount of
steam for superheating, the amount of water that may be boiled
and preheated is increased. For example, switching to steam cool-
ing for the STIG cycle in Fig. 5�a� decreased the flue gas exit
temperature from 167 to 150°C. The effect of this on the STIG
performance is significant, as shown in Fig. 6. In the evaporative
cycles, the humidification tower already allows the recovery of
practically all the useful heat contained in the exhaust. Conse-
quently, switching to direct steam- or humid air-cooling will not
lower the flue gas temperature further, nor benefit the cycle effi-
ciency greatly. Hence direct air-cooling was chosen for the evapo-
rative cycles and direct steam-cooling was chosen for the STIG
cycle.
The recovery of low temperature heat in the humidifier affords

the PEvGT cycle 1.9% points more efficiency than the STIG cycle
at an increased power density. The FEvGT cycle, however, only
gains 0.8% points due to the pressure and temperature loss �the
humid air enters the combustor colder than the compressor air�
associated with the humidification process.

The Performance Maps. Figures 7–9 present the perfor-
mance maps of the nonintercooled HGT cycles. As with all per-
formance maps presented in this article, they show the power
output versus the electrical efficiency of the cycle. The specific
power output (kJ/kgia) is gained by multiplying the power output
value (MWe) by 20 �constant intake air flow for all cycles�. The
isobars �constant compressor discharge pressure �CDP�� and iso-
therms �constant firing temperature� outline an area in the map for
each type of cycle. Only the optimal PEvGT cycles are consid-
ered, see the next section for details on this choice. It is useful to
keep in mind the example composite curves in Fig. 5 when inter-
preting these maps.
In Fig. 7, the STIG cycle exhibits substantial increases in both

specific power and efficiency with an increasing firing tempera-
ture. Increases in the turbine inlet temperature �TIT� imply a
higher turbine outlet temperature �TOT�, which allows more flue
gas heat to be recovered by the single-pressure HRSG. Hence,
more steam expands in the turbine and therefore the efficiency and
specific power output increase. Increases in the compressor dis-
charge pressure also lead to higher efficiencies, but with falling
specific power outputs. The higher efficiencies are attributable to
more work being extracted from the steam when at higher work-
ing pressures. However, because the TOT sinks with increases in
the pressure, steam generation falls, and an efficiency maximum is
therefore found on the isotherms �constant TIT and increasing
CDP�.
The PEvGT area can be considered a projection of the STIG

area into a smaller region at higher electrical efficiencies �see Fig.
7�. This projection is especially marked when there are significant
amounts of heat left by the HRSG that the humidification tower in
the PEvGT can utilize, i.e., at low turbine outlet temperatures. As
the PEvGT can utilize low temperature heat, the efficiency
maxima on the isotherms lie at much higher pressures than the
STIG cycle because water vapor generation does not decrease as
markedly with increases in the CDP. Compared to the STIG cycle,
the specific power increases with an increased TIT are more mod-
erate. The higher temperature of the turbine outlet, which follows
a higher TIT, is mainly utilized for increased superheating and
efficiency gains in the PEvGT rather than water vapor generation
and power gains, as in the STIG cycle. Furthermore, steam cool-
ing gives the STIG cycle an advantage in specific power �see
Fig. 6�.
The FEvGT area, Fig. 8, resides mostly within the PEvGT area

and is a twisting, narrow, and steep surface. The isotherms show
that the FEvGT efficiency only improves with pressure increases
when the TIT is high. This is because a positive difference is
required between the turbine outlet and compressor outlet tem-
peratures for the recuperator to contribute positively to the effi-
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ciency. This factor is also reflected in the marked efficiency in-
crease along the isobars with an increasing TIT, which increases
the TOT and hence the recuperator’s impact. Unlike both the
STIG and PEvGT cycles, the specific power of the FEvGT in-
creases with the CDP, albeit marginally. This is attributable to the
balance between the humidifier and recuperator. As the working
pressure increases, the TOT decreases while the temperature out
of the humidifier increases. Hence the recuperator recovers pro-
portionately less flue gas heat at higher CDPs, allowing more
humidification and therefore an increased power output. From Fig.
8, we can conclude the FEvGT has a lower efficiency than the
PEvGT at CDPs over 25 bar and only a marginally better effi-
ciency at a lower power output at lower CDPs.

Optimizing the PEvGT Cycle. Figure 9 shows the perfor-
mance map of the PEvGT cycles �nonintercooled� at a constant
firing temperature of 1350°C with varying pressures and part flow
ratios. The trends are similar for the different firing temperatures
studied. The stars represent the optimal part flow ratios chosen for
use in the performance maps presented in Figs. 7 and 8.
It can be seen in Fig. 9 that at higher pressures �30–35 bar� an

efficiency maximum exists, whereas a power maximum is found
at lower pressures �20 bar�. The characteristic of the part-flow
curve is found to be dependent on two factors: the TOT and
the temperature difference between the turbine and compressor
outlets.
At a higher working pressure, the TOT encountered is low and

colder than the compressor outlet temperature. The low TOT
means large amounts of heat cannot be recovered by the high-
pressure HRSG boiler and should be adsorbed by the H-ECO. As
more air is passed through the humidification tower, the water
outlet temperature is lowered and more heat is recovered from the
flue gas, hence improving the efficiency and power output. How-
ever, as the turbine outlet is colder than the compressor outlet, the
air sent to the humidifier will never recover its original tempera-
ture level, costing the cycle fuel and efficiency. The balance be-
tween these two factors will create an efficiency maximum, as
seen for the 30- and 35-bar PEvGT cases in Fig. 9. While extra
power may be gained at � values higher than the maximum, the
gains become smaller while the heat exchanger area and thus costs
increase linearly with �. A detailed economic study is required to
find the optimal part-flow rate; however, in this article the maxi-
mum efficiency is chosen for further evaluation. Jonsson and Yan
�28� carried out a detailed economic analysis of part-flows for
three different core engines.
At low pressures, high TOTs and low COTs are found. In this

case, the HRSG is well suited to the flue gas and little heat is left
for the humidification tower. Therefore only a small part-flow per-
centage is needed to complete the heat recovery. Leading more air
than this amount through the HC serves only to shift heat away
from the HRSG to the H-SH, thus increasing sensible heat recov-
ery and decreasing the humidity. As the power output is heavily
dependent on the humidity, there is accordingly a power maxi-
mum at low to moderate part-flow ratios, illustrated by the 20-bar
PEvGT case. Higher � values may deliver higher efficiencies, but
again the heat exchange area and hence costs also increase. Hence
the power maximum is chosen for evaluation in this study.
At moderate pressures �25 bar� both of the above effects are

present. The turbine outlet temperature is low, but still slightly
warmer than the compressor outlet. Hence sending more air
through the humidification circuit in general, and the H-SH in
particular, increases the efficiency weakly. Moreover, the HRSG
also leaves significant amounts of heat available for the humidifier
that is more effectively accessed with high �, due to a lower water
temperature from the HT. Thus both the power output and the
efficiency increase quickly with the part-flow ratio to an efficiency
maximum at 30%, after which the gains are marginal.

Sensitivity Analysis. The parameters used in this study were
chosen to conservatively model a feasible mid-sized gas turbine

cycle. Hence the pressure drops and pinch points were chosen
such that the HGT cycles’ performances are not overstated nor the
heat exchange size and costs ignored. Table 5 presents a study of
the potential of the HGT cycles when these two parameters are
lowered. For the case of low approach temperature differences,
‘‘low �t’’, water–gas heat exchangers have an approach �t of 5
K, the boiler drum pinch point is reduced to 5 K, the recuperator
effectiveness is raised to 95%, and the effectiveness of the super-
heaters are raised to 90%. In the case ‘‘low HC �p ,’’ the pressure
drop associated with the humidification circuit is halved. Simi-
larly, the flue gas pressure drop in the heat exchangers is halved in
the case ‘‘low flue gas �p .’’
Table 5 shows that the FEvGT benefits the most from all mea-

sures. This demonstrates that the FEvGT is the most sensitive
HGT cycle to changes in approach temperatures and pressure
drops. Therefore the FEvGT is more exposed to technology levels
than the other cycles. A significant portion of the 0.75-point in-
crease that occurs when improving the FEvGT’s approach tem-
peratures comes from the improved recuperator performance.
Similarly, the recuperator contributes to most of the pressure drop
penalties in the flue gas and humidification circuit. Therefore, the
recuperator is essentially the determining factor of the competi-
tiveness of the FEvGT.
It is important to stress that the potential of the HGT cycles

cannot be found by adding the three end columns in Table 5. If the
approach temperatures are reduced, then heat exchange area will
increase and the pressure drop will also rise. Thus, in reality, any
approach temperature changes will be partly counteracted by in-
creased heat exchange pressure drop penalties.

Conclusions
In part I of this two-paper series, nonintercooled HGT cycles

were examined for use in midsized power applications. The heat
recovery characteristics of the STIG, FEvGT, and PEvGT cycles
were analyzed using composite curves. Furthermore, the cycles’
performances were mapped across a range of pressures and firing
temperatures, with the PEvGT also examined with differing part
flow ratios. The following points may be concluded.
• The full-flow EvGT �FEvGT� cycle is unsuitable for noninter-

cooled cycles. Much larger quantities of heat are transferred in the
FEvGT cycle than the other HGT cycles, especially in gas–gas
heat exchangers. This fact points to higher costs. Furthermore, the
performance of the FEvGT cycle was found to be only moderate,
with the part-flow EvGT cycle superior to the FEvGT for most
relevant working pressure and firing temperature combinations.
• The STIG cycle shows good potential, with the lowest amount

of heat transfer of the HGT cycles and very low amounts of gas–
gas exchange; thus promising low heat exchange costs. The effi-
ciency of the STIG cycle was not significantly lower than the
other cycles, especially at high firing temperatures and working
pressures.
• Steam cooling the turbine, rather than using air cooling, sig-

nificantly benefits the STIG cycle by allowing more boiling and
low-temperature heat recovery from the flue gas. The efficiency of
the other cycles showed a lower dependency on the cooling media
as the humidification tower already allows them to recover low-
temperature heat.
• The part-flow EvGT �PEvGT� cycle is the most promising

HGT cycle for nonintercooled core engines. Higher efficiencies
than the other cycles are obtained, especially at moderate to high
pressures, and good power densities. The total amount of heat
transfer is kept 35% lower than the FEvGT, with gas–gas transfer
50% lower. The optimal part-flow ratio is dependent on the rela-
tionship between the compressor and turbine outlet temperatures,
but was found to always be under 30%.
• HGT cycles are quite sensitive to how the heat exchange

network is modeled, i.e., choices of approach temperatures and
pressure drops. The FEvGT is especially sensitive and thus most
dependent on component technology levels.
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This article showed that the performances of the HGT cycles
are quite similar, with at most a 2-percentage-point difference in
the efficiency between the different optimized FEvGT, PEvGT,
and STIG cycles. Furthermore, the power output at the optimal
efficiencies also varied modestly. These facts point to the impor-
tance of an economic analysis to find the most attractive cycle.
In Part II of this series, intercooled HGT cycles examined and

both intercooled and nonintercooled cycles are selected for eco-
nomic analysis and comparison.
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Nomenclature

Cycle Abbreviations.
CC � Combined cycle

EvGT � Evaporative gas turbine
FEvGT � Full-flow evaporative gas turbine
HAT � Humid air turbine
HGT � Humidified gas turbine

PEvGT � Part-flow evaporative gas turbine
RWI � Recuperated-water-injected gas turbine
STIG � Steam-injected gas turbine

Heat Exchanger Abbreviations.
AC � Aftercooler
BC � Boiler circuit

B-ECO � Boiler circuit economizer
B-SH � Boiler circuit superheater
FGC � Flue gas condenser
HC � Humidification circuit

H-ECO � Humidification circuit economizer
H-FWPH � Humidification circuit feed water preheater
H-SH � Humid air superheater
HT � Humidification tower
IC � Intercooler

REC � Recuperator

Parameters.
CDP � Compressor discharge pressure, bar
COT � Compressor outlet temperature, °C
LHV � Lower heating value
Pel � Power output, MWe �net�
t � Temperature

TIT � Turbine inlet temperature �combustor outlet tem-
perature�, °C

TOT � Turbine outlet temperature, °C
�el � Cycle electrical efficiency, % LHV
	 � Cycle humidification rate, kgH2O /kgintake air
� � Part-flow ratio, per kg compressor intake air

Subscripts.
ad � adiabatic
i.a. � intake air
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Environmental Influence

• Air temperature and altitude have a strong influence on the power 
produced and on efficiency (influence on density)

• Small effect also of humidity

Air inlet cooling

• Temperature decrease leads to a higher air mass flow swallowed.
Relative humidity of the air increased to nearly saturation. 

• Water evaporation inside compressor reduces compression work.
• Turbine power output is increased proportionally to the increased

mass flow

Source: Soares, Gas Turbine Handbook, 2005
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50/60 Hz market

• Large gas turbines have to run at frequency of electrical grid 
(no gears available)

• Europe, Africa, Asia: 50 Hz    3000 rpm
America, Japan: 60 Hz     3600 rpm  

• In order to maintain the design of the flow channel and the
velocities, the dimensions of 60 Hz variants are decreased by 5/6

• So mass flow and power are about 44 % larger in 50 Hz market

Source: IEA Coal Research, 1995

Gas turbines are divided into industrial gas turbines („Heavy Duty“ or
„Heavy Frame“) and in aeroderivatives

Aeroderivatives are re-designed jet engines and use jet engine
technology with high specific power, good efficiency and high reliability
(e.g. RR Olympus, GE CF6 -> LM2500)

• mounted on light frames
• high performance leads to higher and thus increased maintainance

efforts
• large number in operation
• often used in marine applications 

Industrial gas turbines are robust, need less maintainance, but have - in 
general - lower efficiency

• Heavy and robust design

Heavy Duty vs. Aeroderivative

Source: Soares, Gas Turbine Handbook, 2005
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Heavy Duty vs. Aeroderivative

Source: IEA Coal Research, 1995

JT8D by Pratt & Whitney (USA): 14 000 engines, 25 MW, high efficiency

Aeroderivative FT8

Source: MAN GHH

Modifications to the 
gas generator:
- fan removed
- compressor casing
- one turbine stage 
removed

Gas generator

Power turbine
(3000 rpm)
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H technology by GE (and Mitsubishi)

Reheat steam from steam cycle is used for cooling the turbine rotor and 
first and second stage blades

Source: GE Power Systems

H technology by GE (and Mitsubishi)

H technology demands convective cooling of blades 
Higher heat capacity of steam compared to air gives better cooling
effectiveness

Source: GE Power Systems













GE introduced the first high- 
efficiency H-class gas turbines to the 
power generation industry in 2002. 
The steam-cooled units have logged 
200 000 hours of operation and 
counting and have proven them-
selves to be stalwarts within GE’s 
gas turbine lineup. Now, thanks to 
advances in technology and shared 
knowledge from its myriad business 
units, GE is introducing the 7HA and 
9HA air-cooled gas turbines.

In a simple-cycle configuration, 
the 9HA.01 is rated 397 MW and 
the 9HA.02 is rated 470 MW, each 
at 3000 r/min, offering greater than 
41% efficiency. In a 1x1 combined-
cycle configuration, the 9HA.01 is 
rated 592 MW and the 9HA.02 is 
rated 701 MW, each at 3000 r/min, 
offering greater than 61% efficiency.

In a simple-cycle configuration, 
the 7HA.01 is rated 275 MW and 
the 7HA.02 is rated 330 MW, each 

“We are offering our air-cooled 
H-class gas turbines in two versions 
for the 50 Hz market  — the 9HA.01 
and 9HA.02 — and two versions for 
the 60 Hz market — the 7HA.01 and 
7HA.02,” said Vic Abate, President and 
CEO, Power Generation Products, for 
GE Power & Water. “The air-cooled 
H-class gas turbines are designed 
for cyclic and base-load operation 
in a simple-cycle and combined- 
cycle applications.”

New Air-Cooled 
H-Class 
GE adds air-cooled H-class to its gas turbine lineup
by brent haight

The first 9HA gas tur-

bine was manufactured 

in Belfort, France, and will 

be delivered to GE’s Green-

ville, South Carolina, U.S.A., 

test facility during the second 

quarter of 2014, where it will under-

go full-scale, full-load testing.

DEDICATED TO ENGINE ROOM PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES & NEWS First Look



at 3600 r/min, offering greater than 
41% efficiency. In a 1x1 combined-
cycle configuration, the 7HA.01 is 
rated 405 MW and the 7HA.02 is 
rated 486 MW, each at 3600 r/min, 
offering greater than 61% efficiency.

“The high-efficiency segment ac-
counts for more than 30% of the 
power generation market,” Abate 
said. “That is where the air-cooled 
H-class comes in. The 7HA.01 is 275 
MW. The 7HA.02 is 330 MW. Those 
two machines, in the 60 Hz market, 
give you a 400 MW combined-cycle 
power plant, a 500 MW combined-
cycle power plant and then you can 
bulk into 800 and 1000 MW, or 1200 
and 1500. Those sizes fit extremely 
well with the retirement of coal that 
we see and some of the natural mar-
kets for fixed gears.

“Then in the 50 Hz they are a scale 
version, the 9HA.01 and 9HA.02, 
at 397 MW and 470 MW. So those 
then reach 600 MW and 700 MW in 
combined-cycle, and can bulk into 
1200 and 1400 MW, or 1800 and 
2100 MW.

 “We define H-class as over 2600°F 
firing temperature. The entire in-
dustry has probably 250 000 hours. 
GE has been in the H-class for more 

than a decade. We have a tremendous 
amount of experience and are confi-
dent in where we are going with this 
next step.”

According to Abate, air-cooled 
H-class gas turbines offer the reli-
ability, flexibility and availability of 
GE’s popular F-class fleet and lever-
age technology from GE’s aviation 
business as well as its extensive ex-
perience within the power generation 
marketplace.

The air-cooled H-class gas tur-
bine incorporates an aerodynamic 
14-stage compressor, leveraged from 
GE’s proven aircraft engine tech-
nology, and includes an advanced 
radial diffuser. Combined with the 
Dry Low NOx  (DLN) 2.6+AFS (Ax-
ial Fuel Staged) combustion system, 
this allows improved operation of 
the combustion liner and transition 
piece cooling, according to GE. The 
DLN 2.6+AFS combustion system 
provides advanced fuel staging for 
enhanced steady state and transient 
performance. To modulate airflow, a 
variable inlet guide vane (IGV) and 
three stages of variable stator vanes 
(VSVs) manage compressor operabil-
ity during start-up, control compres-
sor airflow during turndown, and 

facilitate variations in ambient tem-
perature and load.

“We’ve taken the engine compres-
sor design from our aircraft engine 
division and implemented it into 
our air-cooled H-class gas turbine,” 
Abate said. “What that does, the 
compressor has to compress twice 
the amount of air that you need be-
cause half of it goes to produce pow-
er and half of it goes to driving the 
compressor. If you can get the com-
pressor to be more efficient, that is a 
huge opportunity.

“With regard to combustion, as 
you fire hotter you trade emissions. 
Holding emissions at world class lev-
els is paramount for GE as we have 
always been an emissions leader. 
We’ve continued to develop our DLN 
emissions technology, which en-
ables us to hold emissions with our 
air-cooled H-class gas turbines. The 
enhanced DLN 2.6+AFS combus-
tion system supports improved fuel 
distribution and operability while re-
ducing thermal loading on the cap, 
liner, and transition piece. When 
you think about the power turbine 
section, we release about 1 million 
horsepower in 3 feet. These engines 
are operating 400°F-plus above the 

GE’s new 9HA gas turbine rotor on the half shell casing. The 

air-cooled H-class gas turbines are designed for cyclic and base-

load operation in simple-cycle and combined-cycle applications.



melting point of met-
al. It’s a very high-tech, 
challenging environment. Ad-
vanced materials coatings, including 
thermal barrier coatings on the air-
foil and single-crystal super alloys on 
the airfoil wall, promote durability 
and extend parts life by 1.5% versus 
comparable technology.”

The first 9HA gas turbine was 
manufactured in Belfort, France, and 
will be delivered to GE’s Greenville, 
South Carolina, U.S.A., test facility 
during the second quarter of 2014, 
where it will undergo full-scale, full-
load testing.

The Greenville test facility rep-
licates real-world plant conditions 
with the required accessories to run 
a fully loaded gas turbine on natu-
ral gas and liquid fuel. To eliminate 
limitations of the grid, testing is per-
formed without a generator and grid 
connection. The facility is capable of 
testing 50 and 60 Hz products. (See 
“Beyond Real-World Testing,” Diesel 
& Gas Turbine Worldwide, September 
2012, p. 54.)

“What is interesting about this 
test facility, is that by being inde-
pendent of the grid, we have the 
ability to modify speed, we can get 
off-design conditions and monitor 
the responses of air foils, structural 
components, etc.,” Abate said. “We 
can see all of ranges of the unit’s 
performance. With that we can un-

leash more value through applica-
tion engineering and also mitigate 
risk with application.

“Natural gas is becoming the fuel 
of choice globally and for customers 
who operate larger blocks of power. 
The desire for increased operating ef-
ficiency and flexibility has never been 
greater. Technological advancements 
and increasingly stringent environ-

mental regulations are  
helping to answer the 

call for a new generation of ma-
chines by pushing the power genera-
tion industry to achieve new perfor-
mance standards.

“The whole strategy surrounding 
GE is technology leadership. The 
beauty of a high-tech natural gas 
plant is that you don’t sell them on 
style, you sell them because they have 
the best economics, they have the best 
technical capability and they provide 
our customers the best return.” A

A 9HA gas turbine traveling through Belfort, France, from the GE manufacturing facility to the Port 

of Strasbourg. More than 3000 people turned out to see the 9HA make its way through Belfort.

A fully assembled 9HA gas turbine being 

transferred for packaging and shipping.



Air-Cooled H-Class Specifications

Combined-Cycle Performance

7HA.01  7HA.02

1x1 2x1 1x1 2x1

Plant Output (net) 405 MW 813 MW 486 MW 976 MW

Heat Rate (net) 5580 Btu/kWh
5892 kJ/kWh

5570 Btu/kWh
5877 kJ/kWh

5580 Btu/kWh
5892 kJ/kWh

5570 Btu/kWh
5877 kJ/kWh

Plant Efficiency Greater than 61% Greater than 61% Greater than 61% Greater than 61%

The 7HA Gas Turbines Attributes

Efficiency
Greater than 41% simple-cycle efficiency, greater than 61% 
combine-cycle efficiency.

Start Capability Fast start as low as 10 minutes from the start command.

Turndown As low as 30% of base-load.

Ramp Rate The 7HA has one of the best ramp rates in its class at greater than 40 MW/min.

Emissions Less than 25 ppm NOx and CO.

The 9HA Gas Turbines Attributes

Efficiency
Greater than 41% simple-cycle efficiency, greater than 61% 
combine-cycle efficiency.

Start Capability
Less than 30 minutes to full plant base-load — a 25% improvement 
over comparable technologies.

Turndown As low as 30% of base-load.

Ramp Rate The 9HA has one of the best ramp rates in its class at nearly 60 MW/min.

Emissions Less than 25 ppm NOx and CO.

Simple-Cycle Performance

Output (net)
275 MW 7HA.01
330 MW 7HA.02

Heat Rate (net)
8240 Btu/kWh
8694 kj/kWh

Efficiency (net) Greater than 41%

Pressure Ratio 21.5

Exhaust Flow
1269 lb./sec 7HA.01
1522 lb./sec 7HA.02

Turbine Speed 3600 r/min

Exhaust Temperature 1138°F

Simple-Cycle Performance

Output (net)
397 MW 9HA.01
470 MW 9HA.02

Heat Rate (net)
8220 Btu/kWh
8673 kj/kWh

Efficiency (net) Greater than 41%

Pressure Ratio 21.8

Exhaust Flow
1822 lb./sec 9HA.01
2157 lb./sec 9HA.02

Turbine Speed 3000 r/min

Exhaust Temperature 1146°F

Combined-Cycle Performance

9HA.01 9HA.02

1x1 2x1 1x1 2x1

Plant Output (net) 592 MW 1181 MW 701 MW 1398 MW

Heat Rate (net) 5560 Btu/kWh
5866 kj/kWh

5570 Btu/kWh
5878 kj/kWh

5560 Btu/kWh
5866 kj/kWh

5570 Btu/kWh
5878 kj/kWh

Plant Efficiency Greater than 61% Greater than 61% Greater than 61% Greater than 61%
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GT26 GT24

The ideal solution for all applications
Alstom’s gas turbines offer outstanding performance, operational and fuel flexibility 
as well as availability and reliability. Alstom’s gas turbines are the ideal solution for all 
applications (simple-cycle, combined-cycle, co-generation etc.) and operating profiles. 

•	Lower cost of electricity from proven technology
•	Today’s products already feature tomorrows requirements
•	Evolutionary product development for highly reliable products

Technical performance
Gas turbine range

Gas PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Key benefiTs 
Advanced-class gas turbine technology with superior part-load efficiency and operational flexibility.  
Superior fuel flexibility for operating over the widest range of natural gas compositions.

GT26
Advanced-class gas turbine

Fuel Natural Gas

Frequency 50 Hz

Turbine speed 3,000 rpm

Gross electrical output 345.0 MW

Gross electrical efficiency 41.0%

Gross heat rate 8,780 kJ/kWh  |  8,322 Btu/kWh

Exhaust gas flow 715 kg/s  |  1,576 Ib/s

Exhaust gas temperature 616 °C  |  1,141 °F

Weight 406 t  |  895,000 lb

Dimensions (L × W × H) 12.0 × 4.9 × 5.5 m  |  39 × 16 × 18 ft

GT24
Advanced-class gas turbine

Fuel Natural Gas

Frequency 60 Hz

Turbine speed 3,600 rpm

Gross electrical output 235.0 MW

Gross electrical efficiency 40.0%

Gross heat rate 9,000 kJ/kWh  |  8,531 Btu/kWh

Exhaust gas flow 505 kg/s  |  1,113 Ib/s

Exhaust gas temperature 608 °C  |  1,126 °F

Weight 230 t  |  507,000 lb

Dimensions (L × W × H) 10.7 × 4.0 × 4.6 m  |  35 × 13 × 15 ft

General notes: Gas turbine gross electrical output and heat rate at the generator terminals, including gear box, where applicable  
and generator losses but excluding duct and auxiliary losses. Performance calculated with 100% methane, isO conditions. GT24/GT26 
performance includes contribution of Once-Through Cooler (OTC) to water/steam cycle. Dual fuel burner option available
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For more information  
please contact Alstom Power: 

Alstom Power
Brown Boveri Strasse 7

5401 Baden
Switzerland

Phone: +41 58 505 7733

Visit us online: www.alstom.com

Gas PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Technical performance – Gas Turbine ranGe

GT13e2

GT11n2

Key benefiTs 
Conventional-class gas turbine 
technology with superior performance 
and Alstom’s unique flexible operation 
concept. Superior fuel flexibility for 
operating over the widest range of 
natural gas compositions.

Key benefiTs 
Proven technology designed for 
operation under harshest conditions. 
Ideal for power production in  
steel plants, where Blast Furnace 
Gas (BFG) can be burnt unblended, 
without need for enrichment.

GT13e2
Conventional-class gas turbine

ConfiguraTion 2005 MXL2 2012

Fuel Natural Gas Natural Gas Natural Gas

Frequency 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz

Turbine speed 3,000 rpm 3,000 rpm 3,000 rpm

Gear No No No

Gross electrical output 185.0 MW 188.0 MW 202.7 MW

Gross electrical efficiency 37.8% 38.6% 38.0%

Gross heat rate 9,524 kJ/kWh
9,027 Btu/kWh

9,326 kJ/kWh
8,840 Btu/kWh

9,474 kJ/kWh
8,980 Btu/kWh

Exhaust gas flow 565 kg/s
1,245 lb/s

548 kg/s
1,208 lb/s

624 kg/s
1,376 lb/s

Exhaust gas temperature 505 °C
941 °F

512 °C
954 °F

501 °C
934 °F

Weight 343 t
756,185 lb

343 t
756,185 lb

350 t
772,000 lb

Dimensions (L × W × H) 11.2 × 5.4 × 5.2 m
36.7 × 17.7 × 17.0 ft

11.2 × 5.4 × 5.2 m
36.7 × 17.7 × 17.0 ft

11.0 × 5.4 × 5.5 m
36 × 18 × 18 ft

GT11n2
Conventional-class gas turbine

Fuel Natural Gas Natural Gas

Frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz

Turbine speed 3,610 rpm 3,600 rpm

Gear Yes No

Gross electrical output 113.6 MW 115.4 MW

Gross electrical efficiency 33.3% 33.9%

Gross heat rate 10,811 kJ/kWh
10,247 Btu/kWh

10,619 kJ/kWh
10,066 Btu/kWh

Exhaust gas flow 400 kg/s
882 Ib/s

400 kg/s
882 Ib/s

Exhaust gas temperature 526 °C
979 °F

526 °C
979 °F

Weight 190 t
419,000 lb

190 t
419,000 lb

Dimensions (L × W × H)* 13.1 × 5.5 × 10.1 m
43 × 18 × 33 ft

9.4 × 5.5 × 10.1 m
31 × 18 × 33 ft

* Length includes the gear box

General note: Dual burner option available, as well as combustor for low  
calorific gases (Lbtu) such as blast furnace gases without need for enrichment.
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GT24/GT26 Technology 
Single Shaft Sequential Combustion

annular EV Combustor

Annular

SEV Combustor

Retractable

SEV Fuel Lance

24 SEV Burners

EV = EnVironmental

SEV = Sequential EnVironmental

Retractable

EV Burners

with EV Fuel Lances
(GT24=20, GT26 =24)
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GT24/GT26 Technology 
Welded Rotor

� One piece design with forged discs welded together

� Applied since 1929 to all GT and ST rotors

� Maintenance free - no restacking required – no major overhaul

No major overhauls:

Increased availability and reduced maintenance

Compressor LP Turbine HP Turbine 
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Siemens DLE/ Alstom EV Burner

• Burner consists of a cone split in two halves, slightly offset to form two
slots for the combustion air 

• Main gas supply also enters through these slots via tubes  
• Primary fuel is injected at the tip of the cone. 
• Richer fuel mixture stabilizing the flame over a range of load conditions 
• Burner lowers NOx by reducing the flame temperature (< 25 ppmv) 
• When burning liquid fuel water injection is required to reduce NOx. 

Source: Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB, 2006

Siemens DLE/ Alstom EV Burner

Source: Soares, Gas Turbine Handbook, 2005
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GT24/GT26 Operation
Operation Concept

Load [% of base load]

100%

EV-Combustor Temperature

GT Exhaust Temperature

0%

SEV Combustor Temperature

SEV Ignition

at ~12% Load

40%

Inlet Air Mass flow

(Inlet Guide Vane Position)

VIGV idle position

VIGV open

� EV temperature maintained from about 30%-100% load for low emissions

� High exhaust temperature maintained from 40%-100% load for high CC part load efficiency
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GT24/GT26 Gas Turbine 
Part Load Efficiency

� GT exhaust temperature maintained from 40% to 100% GT load

� High exhaust energy - optimal for high steam parameters under full and part 

load conditions

-

Relative CCPP Efficiency vs. CC Load
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GT26 Technology
NOx Emissions

Lowest NOx Emissions from 40% - 100% Load

with the GT26 Sequential Combustion System
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Measurements at the GT26 Test Power Plant

in Birr Summer 2005

Typical permit limit of 25 vppm

Measurements
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GT24/GT26 Gas Turbine 
Combined Cycle Start-up Curves

Full 

Load

Hot Start 

(max. ~8 hrs shutdown)

Warm Start 

(~60 hrs shutdown)

Cold Start 

(>120 hrs shutdown)

47 115 145

Time [minutes]
52
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a
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165140

Single Shaft:

Multi Shaft *:

HRSG purging 

time

not included
GT 

Ignition

* 1 static frequency converter

-> sequential start-up of GT’s
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GT24/GT26 Gas Turbine
Key Advantages

� Advantages of GT24 / GT26 Sequential 

Combustion seen in the field 

– Superior part load efficiencies

– Low emissions from 40% to 100% load

– High fuel flexibility (natural gas composition; oil No.2)

– Very low combined cycle start-up times
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GT8C2 Engine in 

Simple Cycle Operation 

GT26 Engine in 

Simple Cycle Operation

GT24/GT26 Quality Engineering
ALSTOM’s GT Test Power Plant

Small Size

Advanced Technology

The ALSTOM 

GT Test Power Plant 

in Birr, Switzerland
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>2’000’000 fired hours with >40’000 starts

at >98% GT reliability

GT24/GT26 Gas Turbines
References

� 79 units commercial (51 x GT24, 28 x GT26)*)

+  19 GT26 units in construction

Thailand, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, France & Australia

-> next project will get 100th turbine!

� Fleet Experience:

– Simple Cycle, Combined Cycle and Repowering

– Single Shaft and Multi Shaft

– From “Daily starts and stops” to “base load” operating plants

– Natural gas (also with high inert/C2+), oil with online fuel switch-

over

– Power Augmentation by Inlet cooling & High Fogging
*) excl. GT26 at the GT Test  

Power Plant  in Birr, CH
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GT26 Power Plants
Some exceptional facts for GT26 Units

� GT26 CCPP Castejon

achieved 98.0% plant 

availability in its first

3 years of operation

The GT24/GT26 is a reliable workhorse

� GT24/GT26 fleet record

of continuous operation

is 189 days in GT26

Bang Bo Plant in Thailand
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Siemens SGT5 – 8000H

• Largest gas turbine with 340 MW output

• Weight: 440 t (Airbus 380: 361 t), Length: 13.2 m, Height: 5 m, Width: 5m

• Pressure ratio: 19.2 : 1

• Exhaust temperature: 620°C

• 60 % efficiency in combined cycle operation (530 MW)

Source: Siemens Power Generation

Siemens SGT5 – 8000H

Source: Siemens Power Generation
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Siemens SGT5 – 8000H

Source: Siemens Power Generation



Industrial gas turbines
The comprehensive Siemens product range from 4 to 47 megawatts

*

*

*

*

*

*

SGT-100

Power generation  5.4MW(e)

•	Fuel:		 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50 /60Hz 
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 31% 
•	Heat	rate:	 11,613kJ/kWh	(11008Btu/kWh) 
•	Turbine	speed:	 17,384	rpm 
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 15.6:1 
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:		 20.6kg/s	(45.4lb/s) 
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 531° C	(988° F) 
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	25ppmV

Mechanical drive 5.7MW (7,640bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 32.9 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,948kJ/kWh	(7,738Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 13,000	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 14.9:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:		 19.7kg/s	(43.4lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 543° C	(1009° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	25ppmV

SGT-200

Power generation  6.75MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 31.5 %
•	Heat	rate:	 11,418kJ/kWh	(10,823Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 11,053	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 12.2:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 29.3kg/s	(64.5lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	466°	C	(871° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	25ppmV

Mechanical drive  7.68MW (10,300bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 33 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,906kJ/kWh	(7,708Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 10,950	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 12.3:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 29.5kg/s	(65.0lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 489° C	(912° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	15ppmV

SGT-300

Power generation  7.90MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 30.6 %
•	Heat	rate:	 11,773kJ/kWh	(11,158Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 14,010	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 13.7:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 30.2kg/s	(66.6lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 542° C	(1008° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	15ppmV

Mechanical drive  8.2MW (11,000bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	Gas
•	Efficiency:	 34.6 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,400	kJ/kWh	(7,350	Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 11,500	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 13.3:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 29.0	kg/s	(63.9	lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 498°C	(928° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	15ppmV
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SGT-400

Power generation  12.90MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 34.8 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,355kJ/kWh	(9,815Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 9,500	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 16.8:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:		 39.4kg/s	(86.8lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 555° C	(1,031° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	15ppmV

Mechanical drive  13.40MW (18,000bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 36.2 %
•	Heat	rate:	 9,943kJ/kWh	(7,028Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 9,500	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 16.8:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 39.4kg/s	(86.8lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 555° C	(1,031° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	15ppmV

SGT-500

Power generation  19.10MW(e) 

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 33.8 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,664	kJ/kWh	(10,107	Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 3,600	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 13:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 97.9	kg/s	(215.9	lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 369° C	(697° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	42ppmV

Mechanical drive  19.52 MW (26,177bhp) 

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 34.5 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,432kJ/kWh	(7,373Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 3,450	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 13:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 97.9	kg/s	(215.9	lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	369° C	(697° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	42ppmV

SGT-600

Power generation  24.77MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 34.2 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,533kJ/kWh	(9,983Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 7,700	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 14:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 80.4kg/s	(177.3lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 543° C	(1,009° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	25ppmV

Mechanical drive  25.40MW (34,100bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 35.1 %
•	Heat	rate:	 10,258kJ/kWh	(7,250Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 7,700	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 14:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 80.4kg/s	(177.3lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	543° C	(1,009° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	25ppmV
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SGT-700

Power generation  31.21MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 36.4 %
•	Heat	rate:	 9,882kJ/kWh	(9,367Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 6,500	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 18.6:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 94kg/s	(208lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	528° C	(983° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	15ppmV

Mechanical drive  32.04MW (42,966bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 37.4	%
•	Heat	rate:	 9,629kJ/kWh	(6,806Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 6,500	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 18.6:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 94kg/s	(207lb/s)	
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	528° C	(983° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	15ppmV

SGT-750

Power generation  35.93MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 38.7 %
•	Heat	rate:	 9,296kJ/kWh	(8,811	Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 6,100	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 23.8:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 113.3	kg/s	(249.8	lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	462° C	(864° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	15ppmV

Mechanical drive  37.11MW (49,765bhp)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Efficiency:	 40.0	%
•	Heat	rate:	 9,002	kJ/kWh	(6,362Btu/bhph)
•	Turbine	speed:	 3,050	–6,405	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 23.8:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 113.3	kg/s	(249.8	lb/s
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 462° C	(864° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):	 ≤	15ppmV

SGT-800

Power generation  47.00MW(e)

•	Fuel:	 Natural	gas
•	Frequency:	 50/60Hz
•	Electrical	efficiency:	 37.5 %
•	Heat	rate:	 9,597kJ/kWh	(9,096Btu/kWh)
•	Turbine	speed:	 6,608	rpm
•	Compressor	pressure	ratio:	 19:1
•	Exhaust	gas	flow:	 131.5kg/s	(289.9lb/s)
•	Exhaust	temperature:	 	544° C	(1,011° F)
•		NO

x
 emissions  

(with DLE, corrected  
to	15 %	O

2
	dry):		 ≤	15ppmV

*No intake or exhaust loss; other gaseous, liquid and/or dual fuel options available



Our proven SGT5-4000F is 
characterized by low power 
generating costs, reduced fuel 
consumption, long intervals 
between major inspections 
and an easy-to-service design. 
Optimized flow and cooling 
offer the highest gas turbine 
efficiency levels for the most 
economical power generation 
in combined cycle applications. 
Its advanced technology is 
based on proven design 
 features, resulting in a fleet 
reliability of over 99 % and a 
combined experience of nearly 
4,500,000 operating hours for 
all family members.

Additional technical features:

 Annular combustion cham-
ber with 24 hybrid burners 

 15-stage axial-flow com-
pressor

 Advanced aero engine tech-
nology; 3-D airfoil design 
in compressor and turbine 

 Single-crystal turbine 
blades with thermal barrier 
coating and film cooling

 Advanced cooling tech-
nology

 Multiple fuels capability

 Hydraulic turbine blade tip 
clearance control

Proven and advanced 
50 Hz design concept

6

SGT5-4000F – 292 MW
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SGT5-2000E 

The SGT5-2000E is a long-
proven machine for simple or 
combined cycle applications, 
with or without combined 
heat and power, and for all 
load ranges – particularly 
peak-load operation. The ma-
chine is capable of burning a 
variety of fuels – from low to 
high caloric gaseous and/or 
liquid fuels to treated heavy 
oil at lowest emission levels. 
For IGCC applications, we 
offer the SGT5-2000E (LCG) 
machine with a modified 
compressor. The SGT5-2000E 
has a record of durability with 
more than 300 units account-
ing for over 6,400,000 operat-
ing hours. This gas turbine is 
also available for 60 Hz mar-
kets named SGT6-2000E.

SGT5-4000F 

Additional technical features:

 Two walk-in combustion 
chambers for hot-gas-path 
inspection without cover lift

 Combustion chambers lined 
with individually replace-
able ceramic tiles

 16-stage axial-flow com-
pressor

 Hybrid burners for premix 
and diffusion mode opera-
tion with natural gas, fuel 
oil and special fuels, such 
as heavy oil and refinery 
residues

 Fast inlet guide vanes for 
peak-load operation and 
frequency stabilization 
(optional)

 Wet compression (optional)

* incl. pressure losses            

Siemens Gas Turbines and Siemens Combined Cycle Plants for 50 Hz Grids 
(Standard design, ISO ambient conditions)

Siemens Gas Turbines
Gross power output (MW)
Gross efficiency (%)
Gross heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Gross heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Pressure ratio
Siemens Gas Turbine Packages*
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Exhaust temperature (°C/°F)
Exhaust mass flow (kg/s)
Exhaust mass flow (lb/s)
Generator type
Siemens Combined Cycle Plants*
Single-Shaft
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Multi-Shaft
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)

SGT5-4000F

292
39.8

9,038
8,567
18.2

SGT5-PAC 4000F
288
39.5

9,114
8,638

580/1,075
688

1,516
Air-cooled

SCC5-4000F 1S
423
58.4

6,164
5,842

SCC5-4000F 2x1
848
58.5

6,158
5,836

SGT5-2000E

168
34.7

10,366
9,825
11.7

SGT5-PAC 2000E
165
34.5

10,471
9,925

539/1,002
526

1,161
Air-cooled

SCC5-2000E 1x1
251
52.2

6,895
6,535

SCC5-2000E 2x1
505
52.5

6,860
6,502
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SGT5-2000E – 168 MW
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Proven and advanced 
60 Hz design concept

SGT6-5000F – 200 MW 

SGT6-2000E

8
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SGT6-2000E - 113 MW

The SGT6-2000E gas turbine is 
designed for reliable, efficient 
and flexible power genera-
tion. With more than 3 million 
hours of fleet operation, the 
SGT6-2000E is a proven ma-
chine for simple cycle and 
combined cycle applications 
for all load ranges.

Additional technical features:

 Two walk-in combustion 
chamber for hot gas path 
inspection without cover lift

 Combustion chambers lined 
with individually replaceable 
ceramic tiles

 Multiple fuel capability

The SGT6-5000F gas turbine 
continues to break reliability 
and continuous operation 
 records. 

With more than 4,600,000 
hours of fleet operation, the 
SGT6-5000F is ideally suited 
for either simple cycle or heat 
recovery applications includ-
ing cogeneration, combined 
cycle and repowering.

Our SGT6-PAC 5000F provides 
economical, rapid on-line gen-
eration that is ideal for peaking  
duty, intermediate operation 
or continuous service.

Additional technical features:

 16 can-type combusters in 
a circular array 

 13-stage axial-flow com-
pressor with advanced 3-D 
design technology

 Multiple power augmenta-
tion options

 Best 60 Hz simple cycle 
 efficiency in its class

 Fuel flexibility for diverse 
applications

 Low emissions technologies 
including 9 ppm NOX com-
bustion system

 Robust and proven rotor 
 design

* incl. pressure losses

Siemens Gas Turbines and 
Siemens Combined Cycle Plants for 60 Hz Grids
(Standard design, ISO ambient conditions)

Siemens Gas Turbines
Gross power output (MW)
Gross efficiency (%)
Gross heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Gross heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Pressure ratio
Siemens Gas Turbine Packages*
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Exhaust temperature (°C/°F)
Exhaust mass flow (kg/s)
Exhaust mass flow (lb/s)
Generator type
Siemens Combined Cycle Plants*
Multi-Shaft 1x1
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)
Multi-Shaft 2x1
Net power output (MW)
Net efficiency (%)
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh)
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh)

SGT6-5000F

208
38.1

9,446
8,953
17.2

SGT6-PAC 5000F
206
37.6

9,580
9,081

600/1,113
504

1,110
Air-cooled

SCC6-5000F 1x1
314
57.0

6,320
5,990

SCC6-5000F 2x1
623
57.2

6,290
5,960

SGT6-2000E

113
34.0

10,606
10,052

11.8
SGT6-PAC 2000E

111
34.0

10,717
10,158

545/1,014
365
805

Air-cooled

SCC6-2000E 1x1
171
51.3

7,007
6,642

SCC6-2000E 2x1
342
51.6

6,971
6,608
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SGT6-5000F – 208 MW
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Siemens developed its new 
generation H-class  Siemens 
Gas Turbine (SGT™), the 
SGT-8000H  series, driven by 
the main goals to reduce 
emissions and preserve our 
environment for future 
generations.

The new, advanced SGT-
8000H series  gas turbines and 
the SCC-8000H series combin-
ed cycle power plants feature 
the best-in-class technology 
captured from our long line of 
large  direct-drive  Siemens 
50 Hz and 60 Hz heavy-duty 
gas turbines and power 
plants.

10

This innovative gas turbine 
is characterized by:

 High efficiency 

 Low life cycle costs

 High reliability and avail-
ability

 Operational flexibility 

 Low emissions

Designed to achieve more 
than 60 % efficiency in 
combined cycle operation

SGT5-8000H – 340 MW 
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Features for high efficiency 
 include:

 New compressor with 
 advanced blade design

 Advanced materials to 
 increase the  firing and 
 exhaust-gas temperature

 Advanced sealing system 
for low- leakage cooling air

 Advanced high-efficiency, 
high-pressure, high-tem-
perature combined cycle 
process with BENSON® 
 boiler, based on the high 
mass flow and exhaust-gas 
temperature of the new 
 engine

11

Features for lowest life cycle 
cost  include:

 H-class – designed for more 
than 60 % efficiency in 
 combined cycle mode and 
reduced emissions at part 
load

 Less complexity in engine 
and parts which can lead 
to lower maintenance and 
operating costs

 Straightforward operational 
concept

Features for advanced 
 operating  flexibility include:

 Air-cooled engine for a cool-
ing method that is always 
present at speed

 Fast start-up and cycling 
 capability to support inter-
mediate load requirements

 Less complexity in engine 
and plant design leading to 
more flexibility in  operation 
and reduced start-up time

 Improved turndown capa-
bility for high efficiency 
and low-emissions part-load 
operation

Siemens Gas Turbine SGT5-8000H and 
 Siemens Combined Cycle Plant SCC5-8000H 
(Standard design, rated data at ISO ambient conditions)

Siemens Gas Turbine SGT5-8000H
Grid frequency (Hz) 50
Gross power output (MW) 340
Pressure ratio 19,2
Exhaust temperature (°C/°F) 625/1,157
Exhaust mass flow (kg/s) 820
Exhaust mass flow (lb/s) 1,808
Gas Turbine Emissions
NOx (ppm) 25
CO (ppm) 10
Gas Turbine Physical Dimensions
Weight (t) 440
Length (m) 13.2
Height (m) 5.0
Width (m) 5.0

Siemens Combined Cycle Power Plant
Single-Shaft SCC5-8000H
Net power output (MW) 530
Net efficiency (%) 60
Net heat rate (kJ/kWh) 6,000
Net heat rate (Btu/kWh) 5,687
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Performance Benefits Using
Siemens Advanced Compressor
Cleaning System
Extensive operational performance data from the Siemens Power Generation V64.3 unit
in Obernburg, Germany (operated by Kraftwerk Obernburg GmbH) is evaluated. The unit
was commissioned in 1996 and has been running continuously in base load operation
with fuel gas to supply heat and power to a nearby chemical plant. In rare cases, fuel oil
is used as a backup fuel. During the first major outage after approximately 25,000 equiva-
lent operating hours (EOH), the Siemens PG Advanced Compressor Cleaning System
(ACCS) was implemented at Obernburg. ACCS features separate nozzle systems for on-
line and offline compressor cleaning accounting for different operating conditions. For
online cleaning, the droplet size is optimized for the droplets to remain in the main air
flow in order to minimize erosion effects while providing a homogeneous field over the
whole air intake. With reduced rotational speed during offline compressor cleaning, ero-
sion is less critical. Offline nozzles therefore provide higher mass flow and larger droplets
in order to maximize cleaning performance for all compressor stages. ACCS, in its maxi-
mum automated version, features operation from the control room, online-washing at low
ambient temperatures (officially released down to �15 °C without GT anti-icing) and
minimum use of manpower. The ACCS system in Obernburg was operated according to
the recommended online washing procedure. By June 2002, the V64.3 unit in Obernburg
reached 50,000 EOH and the second major inspection was carried out. For this paper,
operational data from the second inspection intervals (24,350–49,658 EOH) and from
three performance tests with calibrated equipment are compared in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the advanced compressor cleaning system. Statistical evaluation of single-
wash performance recovery and the evolution of long-term performance are presented.
The effects of degradation and fouling are differentiated. It is shown that ACCS has a
significant benefit for long-term engine performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.1787512�

Introduction
With the growing interest in life cycle costs for heavy-duty gas

turbines, equipment operators are investigating the tradeoff be-
tween performance improvements and associated maintenance
costs. One of the key factors leading to performance losses during
the plant operation is compressor fouling. This is the adherence of
particles and small droplets to the blading surface. Also, the flow
capacity and thereby, the pressure ratio of the unit are reduced.
This leads to an overall loss in power output and efficiency of a
gas turbine. Fouling causes increased surface roughness of com-
pressor blading, thereby reducing its efficiency. In the literature,
there have been estimates that fouling causes up to 85% of the
accumulated performance loss during operation �1�. A cost esti-
mate is given by Diakunchak �2�. In extreme cases, fouling may
also result in surge problems. Despite the use of advanced filtering
methods and filter maintenance, the ingestion of substances that
can cause fouling cannot be completely suppressed. The fouling
rate depends largely on the site location, surrounding environ-
ment, the layout of the air intake system, atmospheric parameters,
and plant maintenance. While the first four factors cannot be in-
fluenced during the operation, the plant maintenance is the critical
one for preventing extra costs resulting from degraded plant per-
formance.
Various methods have been used in the past to clean fouled

compressors. At times when heavy duty gas turbines did not yet

possess highly sophisticated cooling schemes and coated com-
pressor blades, cleaning was achieved by abrasion with the injec-
tion of solid compounds such as nutshells or rice husks. This had
to be replaced by wet cleaning methods �water or solvent based�
to protect modern coatings and to keep state of the art cooling
systems from blockages. The most effective wet cleaning process
is the crank soak or offline wash. For this, the unit has to be shut
down and cooled off in order to assure that the cleaning agent is
reaching all compressor stages and does not evaporate. The clean-
ing agent is injected into the compressor with the turbine turning
at low speed. After a soaking time, the compressor is rinsed with
water, which must be drained from the engine. Before the unit can
be operated again commercially, it has to be dried. Thus offline
washing reduces the availability of a unit.
With a growing number of gas turbines being used in combined

cycle or combined heat and power applications, there was the
need for the development of online washing systems with perfor-
mance benefits comparable to offline systems but without required
shut down times of the turbine. These systems are now state-of-
the-art in modern heavy-duty gas turbines.
In this work, we analyze performance benefits of the Siemens

Advanced Compressor Cleaning System �ACCS�, which can be
integrated as an upgrade product into all Siemens and Siemens
Westinghouse gas turbine frames. For this, we have evaluated
detailed operational performance data from one Siemens Power
Generation V64.3 turbine where ACCS was implemented during
the first major outage after 24,350 equivalent operating hours. In
the following, we first describe special site conditions and features
of ACCS and explain the data evaluation process. Presenting the
results, we discuss the positive effects of ACCS taking into ac-
count other processes leading to performance degradation.
In literature, there has been comparable work describing the

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute �IGTI� of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003, Paper No. 2003-GT-38184. Manuscript received by IGTI October
2002; final revision March 2003. Associate Editor: H. R. Simmons.
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benefits of other cleaning systems �3–7�. It has to be underlined
that fouling and, consequently, the compressor cleaning benefits
are closely coupled to site specific conditions and cleaning inter-
vals �especially of offline-cleaning�. Therefore a direct compari-
son with measured benefits at other sites is not done in this work.

Site Conditions
For this work, performance data from the Siemens Power Gen-

eration V64.3 unit �see Fig. 1� that is operated in Obernburg,
Germany, by Kraftwerk Obernburg GmbH is evaluated. The
power plant is located within a chemical plant, which produces
fibers for industrial and textile applications. Therefore it can be
concluded that the site conditions are not particularly favorable
for low fouling conditions. The nominal power output and effi-
ciency of the unit are contained in Table 1 where these parameters
are listed for three performance tests that were carried out in
Obernburg with calibrated high-precision instrumentation. All
data is from tests at stable base load operation with fuel gas in
combined cycle mode and was corrected to ISO conditions �see
Table 2�. Generally, there is a strong interaction between ISO
turbine inlet temperature �calculated according to Ref. �8�� and
power output. In order to allow appropriate comparison of perfor-
mance, power output is computed for constant turbine inlet tem-
perature. The reference value of 1130 °C is the design value for
V64.3 units.
V64.3-type turbines rotate at 90 Hz and use a gear box to shift

the speed to the grid frequency. Other features and an extensive
summary of operational experiences can be found in Ref. �9�.

Since its commissioning in 1996 the gas turbine has been run-
ning with fuel gas and in rare cases with fuel oil as a backup fuel.
Because the plant has to provide constant heat and power to a
nearby chemical factory, it is of great economical importance that
the unit runs at baseload continuously. It is only shut down for
forced and planned maintenance activities. Thus offline cleaning
can only be carried out during those shut down periods which may
occur only at large intervals �e.g., up to 12 months�. Therefore the
performance of online compressor cleaning is critical for this site.
Until the outage for the first major inspection at 24,350 EOH in
July 1999, the V64.3 unit at Obernburg was equipped with the
Standard Siemens washing equipment.
During the 1999 major inspection, the entire compressor was

hand washed and new turbine blading with new engine surface
quality was implemented for the first three of the four-stage tur-
bine. The success of the work carried out during the outage is
reflected by the data in Table 1: the performance following the
outage �test 2� clearly exceeded that of the acceptance test in 1996
�test 1�.
Furthermore, the unit was equipped with the Advanced Com-

pressor Cleaning System �ACCS�. With the implementation of
ACCS, the performance of the unit was monitored continuously
until the second major outage in June 2002. With ACCS, the com-
pressor was washed according to Siemens recommendations. This
was one online wash per day. For one out of three �later changed
to one out of two� washing sequences, the solvent-based detergent
SIWASH was used. The remaining online washing sequences
were done with demineralized water. Offline compressor cleaning
was only performed when the plant was shut down for other im-
perative maintenance reasons.
In June 2002 the V64.3 at Obernburg reached the second major

inspection with 49,658 equivalent operating hours �EOH�. Before
this inspection, a third performance test with high-precision
equipment was carried out at 49,200 EOH. The results are also
shown in Table 1 �test 3�. It should be noted that the compressor
could not be offline washed directly before that test due to opera-
tional reasons. The last offline wash took place approximately
1200 equivalent operating hours prior to test 3. In order to com-
pare the performance to the other tests where the unit was offline
cleaned directly before the test, we have corrected the parameters.
This was done by multiplying the mean gradients for power and
efficiency losses during operation without offline cleaning �de-
rived in ‘‘Results and Discussion’’ section� with the number of
operating hours between the last offline wash and the performance
test 3. These corrected values are listed in the column which is
denoted 3 �corrected� in Table 1.

Features of the Advanced Compressor Cleaning System
In order to support operators in reducing maintenance costs

associated with regular compressor cleaning, ACCS offers a high
level of automation. Semi-automatic or jet-pump skids enable au-
tomated online washing processes. Only the starting point for the
cleaning has to be set manually. All operation parameters are soft-
ware controlled by the PLC of the skid. In the fully automated
version, parameters are calculated taking into account GT opera-
tion signals and outside temperature. Only a minimum use of

Fig. 1 Siemens AG Power Generation V64.3 unit

Table 1 Power output and efficiency measured with calibrated
instrumentation and corrected to ISO reference conditions

Parameter Unit Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Test 3

�corrected�

Date Sept. 1996 Aug. 1999 June 2002 June 2002
EOH H 2586 24,350 49,200 49,200
Gross power
output

MW 62.5 63.4 60.9 61.6

Gross efficiency % 35.3 35.7 35.2 35.4

Table 2 ISO conditions for the correction of measured perfor-
mance data

Parameter Unit ISO conditions

Ambient temperature °C 15
Ambient pressure bars 1.013
Relative humidity % 60
Fuel methane
Pressure loss inlet/outlet mbar 0/0
Power factor 1 0.8
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manpower is necessary, for example, to close drain valves on the
GT during offline cleaning. Also, one ACCS supply package may
serve up to five gas turbines.
A solvent based cleaner �SIWASH S� was developed for use

against organic pollution, especially hydrocarbon particles �e.g.,
emissions from traffic, combustion particles� which were identi-
fied as contributing significantly to the fouling process. SIWASH
S is specially designed for good online cleaning results where
water based products fail. Even in areas with low industrial pol-
lution, hydrocarbons create sticky layers on the blade surfaces,
which also speeds up fouling with inorganic particles. For offline
cleaning a water based cleaning agent �SIWASH W� is available
in order to reduce costs of waste disposal.
ACCS has different nozzles for offline and online compressor

cleaning. This is due to the difference in flow characteristics of a
gas turbine intake during these operational modes.
For online cleaning special shaft nozzles with length depending

on the intake housing depth are used to keep the droplets in the
main air flow �prevent the droplets from recirculating in dead
water regions�. The nozzles are designed to provide a narrow
spectrum of droplets with an optimum size for best cleaning prop-
erties. They are big enough not to evaporate before they reach the
blades and to provide a mechanical cleaning effect on the blade
surface. On the other hand, they are small enough to follow the
streamlines into the compressor and not to damage the blades
excessively by droplet erosion. A homogenous field of droplets
during online operation is guaranteed by a high number of shaft
nozzles in the GT intake and their optimised distribution. In con-
trast, offline nozzles provide a high mass flow of bigger droplets.
Conventional cleaning systems may not be operated at com-

pressor inlet temperatures below �6 °C due to icing in the com-
pressor. ACCS, with the semiautomatic supply skid tied to the gas
turbine PLC, is released for online cleaning down to �15 °C �5 F�
and offline cleaning down to �10 °C �14 F� without use of the gas
turbine anti-icing system. Operation at such low temperatures is
possible with the use of an antifreezing agent.
Other features of the system are:
• Washing parameters may be computed, displayed and opti-

mized using a state of the art monitoring and diagnostic system
�WIN-TS�.
• The closed-loop supply system prevents operator staff from

getting into contact with cleaning solution.
• ACCS lowers the costs associated with waste disposal of of-

fline cleaning residuals.
• Implementation during a minor inspection is possible.
Currently, ACCS is in operation or commissioning in a total of

16 Siemens Power Generation V units of all major types �includ-
ing V94.2, V64.3, V84.3A, and V94.3A�. Cumulative operating
experience reached, at the end of 2002, more than 200,000 GT
operating hours without any major defect. There has been very
positive customer feedback regarding the reliability and the per-
formance of the system �efficiency improvement of up to
150 kJ/kWhel.).

Data Processing
For this analysis, one set of operational data for each 8-h work

shift was recorded from the gas turbine diagnostic system in
Obernburg. For each data set, the following performance param-
eters were computed:
• power output,
• efficiency,
• ISO turbine inlet temperature according to ISO standard 2314

�8�,
• compressor air mass flow.
In order to compare the performance parameters recorded at

different operating times, all values were corrected to the equiva-
lent conditions. This included corrections to constant ISO turbine
inlet temperature as well as constant ambient reference conditions,
which are listed in Table 2. This was done with curves that were

derived from a thermodynamic model for V64.3 units �10�. This
model was developed using data from acceptance tests of several
V64.3 units using high-precision measurement instrumentation.
In order to compute all of the above-mentioned parameters and

to carry out the correction, each data set contains the following
quantities:
• power output at generator terminals, speed and power factor,
• temperatures at compressor inlet, outlet and turbine exhaust,
• static pressure loss in the intake and exhaust ducts,
• pressure ratio,
• fuel volume flow, temperature, and pressure,
• ambient pressure and humidity.
Constant standard values were used for the gear box efficiency,

cooling air consumption, and inlet and outlet parameters of the
cooling air cooler.
The computation of most of the above-mentioned performance

parameters is very sensitive to the total heat flux of the fuel mass
flow. Uncertainty of this parameter results in errors that exceed
those coming from other measured quantities. The heat flux is the
product of fuel volume flow, its density, and lower heat value.
While the fuel volume flow is a measured quantity, the lower heat
value and the density can only be derived from the gas composi-
tion. Due to the absence of an online gaschromatograph in Obern-
burg, the composition could not be recorded in the diagnostic
system. Therefore a constant average gas composition was used
for a preliminary calculation of all performance parameters. Due
to the sensitivity, the evaluation of the performance parameters
contains a significant error if the real composition deviates from
the assumed one. In order to avoid this error, the following ad-
justment method for the results of the preliminary computation
was implemented:
The method is based upon the application of Stodola’s law �11�:

ṁT

pT
�TT

. (1)

Therein, ṁT denotes the mass flow through the turbine section, pT
and TT the pressure and temperature at the turbine inlet. As men-
tioned above, the correction is done to equivalent reference con-
ditions and constant turbine inlet temperature. Thereby, the mass
flow is proportional to the pressure level at turbine inlet or, for
further simplification, to the pressure ratio of the engine. With this
reasoning, the measured pressure ratio was used to control the
turbine air mass flow in the preliminary computation. If that air
mass flow leaves a tolerance band of �/�5% of the expected air
flow �derived from the pressure ratio applying Eq. �1�, the heat
flux �being the most sensitive input parameter� is adjusted. This
process can be justified by the fact that the heat flux in the pre-
liminary computation is partially an assumed quantity because the
fuel gas composition is not known in detail.
If the air mass flow is within the above-mentioned tolerance

band, no adjustment is made. No other measured parameters were
modified. Following the final calculation, it is verified that the air
mass flow is now within the tolerance band derived from the
pressure ratio. All data presented in this work are results from the
final calculation.
In the next section, we will base our analysis on the following

performance parameters, the computation of which is explained
below.

Mean Monthly Performance „Pm and �m… . The monthly
mean for power output (Pm) and efficiency (�m) was computed
by averaging the measured values after correction to ISO condi-
tions. When comparing results of different months, we used the
performance level recorded in the first month of operation after
the major outage at 24,350 EOH as a reference value for normal-
ization. When an offline compressor cleaning took place during a
month, the evaluation of Pm and �m was split for the time before
and after the offline wash.
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Performance Gradient During Operation Without Com-
pressor Wash „dPOP Õdt and d�OP Õdt… . Figure 2 displays typi-
cal results for measured power output or efficiency after correc-
tion to ISO conditions �see Table 2� for four consecutive data
recordings. Times between data recording were approximately 8 h
and one online wash per day was performed. Therefore the opera-
tional interval containing a compressor wash was preceded by two
intervals without wash, which are denoted type I and II intervals
in Fig. 2. The performance gradient for operation without com-
pressor wash can therefore be computed for those two intervals.

Performance Benefit of Online-Compressor Cleaning
„�PON and ��ON… . For the computation of these parameters,
the mean values of dPOP /dt and d�OP /dt for type I and II inter-
vals were computed. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the mean gradients
were used to extrapolate from the measured points before and
after online compressor cleaning to the point in time when the
cleaning took place. The benefit then results from the difference in
performance at the time of cleaning. Because the individual data
points that were derived from operational data possess a measure-
ment error, the benefit computed with this method will also show
a statistical distribution. We used the mean gradient here for the
extrapolation instead of the measured gradient because the mea-
sured one is more sensitive to individual measurement errors.
Therefore the procedure chosen here resulted in a lower uncer-
tainty for the benefit of compressor cleaning.
When analysing performance data over long periods of opera-

tion, other mechanisms of degradation have to be taken into ac-
count. Potential main sources for degradaton are corrosion and
erosion effects in the compressor and turbine parts, turbine foul-
ing, foreign object damage, and thermal distortion �12,13�. Gen-
erally, these effects are not influenced by fouling and therefore
remain constant when compressor washing is carried out. Thus the
total degradation of a performance parameter is the sum of four
types of losses as is shown schematically in Fig. 3:
• losses that can be recovered by an online wash �A�,

• losses that can be recovered by an offline wash �B�,
• losses that can be recovered during major inspection �C�,
• and losses that cannot be recovered at all �D�.
From that reasoning, one can easily see that all degradation

mechanisms other than fouling lead to losses of type C and D.
There may also be contributions of fouling to type C and D losses
if fouling cannot be completely removed even with offline com-
pressor cleaning. In this study, we concentrate on data that have
been acquired within the second inspection interval of approxi-
mately 25,000 equivalent operating hours �EOH� for the V64.3
unit at Obernburg. Therefore the losses of type C and D are
treated together for the most part.

Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the monthly mean of power

output Pm and efficiency �m relative to their initial values, after
the major inspection, as a function of equivalent operating hours.
Both parameters show similar behavior with a distinct perfor-
mance recovery due to offline compressor cleaning. In each of the
seven intervals between offline washes, the performance decreases
with a similar gradient. Some phenomena are of particular inter-
est:
None of the offline washes leads to the initial performance

level. However, even towards the end of the 25,000 EOH-
inspection interval, offline compressor cleaning leads to a perfor-
mance level that is comparable with the level reached with the
first offline cleaning. This finding can be interpreted as follows.
During the inspection, the entire compressor was hand cleaned
leading to an optimal condition. This condition cannot be taken as
representative for long-term operation of heavy-duty gas turbines.
During the first weeks of operation, it can be assumed that there is
onset of fouling in all compressor stages which causes the dete-
rioration of the performance level. All of this initial fouling cannot
be removed even with offline cleaning, because this cleaning
method is not as effective as hand cleaning of all compressor
stages. Therefore there are some contributions of fouling to losses
of type C and D. This reasoning may also explain why perfor-
mance test data from test 2 �recorded within the first 24 h after the
inspection� was clearly better than test 1 �recorded 2586 EOH
after first fire�.
In order to distinguish the types of losses described in the pre-

vious section �compare Fig. 3�, we used the performance levels
directly following each offline wash in order to fit a line using

Fig. 2 Typical results for performance parameters for 24 h of
operation. Evaluation of benefits for online-compressor clean-
ing.

Fig. 3 Types of losses leading to overall performance degra-
dation
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linear regression. These lines for power output and efficiency are
also displayed in Fig. 4. The slopes of the regression lines are
comparable for power output and efficiency �0.02%/1000 EOH
and 0.03%/1000 EOH�.
The third interval between offline washes is particularly long

�7782 EOH�. With increasing operating time after the last offline
cleaning, the gradient both for power and efficiency decreases,
indicating a saturation in the losses caused by fouling.
In order to characterize type-B losses, we have computed the

average performance evolution of the seven intervals as a function
of operating time after offline compressor cleaning. The values
were calculated relative to the performance directly following the
offline wash. Because the interval lengths are different, the mean
values were computed for a varying amount of individual data
points. The results for type-B losses are displayed in Fig. 5 for
power output and Fig. 6 for efficiency. Within the first 3500 EOH
after offline washing the slope remains relatively constant with
1% per 1000 EOH for power output and 0.5% per 1000 EOH for
efficiency. Beyond 3500 EOH, the slope decreases significantly.
Still, type-B losses exceed those of type C and D.
For the evaluation of performance benefits resulting from on-

line compressor cleaning, we show the statistical results in the
form of the probability density function for power output and
efficiency in Figs. 7 and 8. The measured recovery by online
cleaning was approximated by a normal distribution for both pa-
rameters with the mean value of 0.33% for power output and
0.27% for efficiency. These can be interpreted as mean values for
type-A losses. Therefore they can be transferred into a parallel line
in Figs. 5 and 6. It might be surprising that type-B losses largely
exceed type-A losses. However, it has to be noted that regular
online cleaning will lead to a smaller gradient for type-B losses.
This can be seen in Fig. 9 where we show performance gradi-

ents for intervals in which online compressor cleaning was not
carried out. In the 25,000 EOH analyzed here, five of those inter-
vals, lasting up to 11 days, were identified. The gradients of all

intervals clearly exceed the average gradients for type-B losses.
Therefore it can be concluded that regular online washing cannot
prevent type-B performance losses but does minimize them.
It was explained above that the compressor could not be offline

washed directly before performance test 3 �see Table 1� due to
operational reasons. The last offline wash took place 1200 equiva-

Fig. 4 Evaluation of mean monthly performance relative to initial performance after the first major outage

Fig. 5 Measured evolution of power output following offline
compressor cleaning
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lent operating hours prior to that test. If the initial gradients for
power and efficiency �compare Figs. 5 and 6� are taken into ac-
count, the values of test 3 can be corrected for an offline cleaned
condition. The corrected values are listed in the column which is
denoted test 3 �corrected� in Table 1. With this correction, there is
a total loss in power output of 900 kW �1.4%� compared to the
acceptance test �test 1�. For efficiency, there are no losses after
almost 50,000 EOH of operation. These values are remarkably
low, underlining the positive impact of this state of the art clean-
ing system.
When tests 2 and 3 �corrected� are compared, the losses be-

tween major outages are 1800 kW �2.8%� for power output and
0.3% ���/��0.8%� for efficiency. Again, it should be mentioned
that test 2 values were above the acceptance test performance and
were recorded with a fully hand cleaned compressor. This level
cannot be considered as fully representative for long term com-
mercial operation.
The test 2 and 3 values in Table 1 do not fully correspond to the

curves in Fig. 4. This is due to the higher measurement errors of
the plant instrumentation and the associated correction procedure.

However, the results obtained from the plant instrumentation
clearly show the characteristic behavior of the benefit resulting
from on- and offline compressor cleaning.

Conclusion
In this work, we have analyzed operational performance data of

a Siemens Power Generation V64.3 unit equipped with an Ad-
vanced Compressor Cleaning System �ACCS�. With its high level
of automation and optimized online cleaning characteristics, this
system is designed to lower maintenance cost and to increase
long-term performance and availability for heavy-duty gas tur-
bines. Although online compressor cleaning cannot be as effective
as offline cleaning because of the evaporation of the cleaning
agent in the compressor, we have shown that online cleaning leads
to a lower gradient of performance losses in the intervals between
offline washes. Furthermore, the performance level that was
reached after almost 50,000 EOH was remarkably high, underlin-
ing the positive impact of ACCS for the prevention of long-term
performance degradation.

Fig. 6 Measured evolution of efficiency following offline-
compressor cleaning

Fig. 7 Probability density function for power output benefits
resulting from online-compressor cleaning

Fig. 8 Probability density function for efficiency benefits re-
sulting from online-compressor cleaning

Fig. 9 Gradients of performance losses for intervals where
online-washing was not carried out
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Nomenclature
ṁ � massflow
p � pressure
T � temperature
P � power output
� � efficiency

Indices:
T � turbine
m � monthly mean
ON � online cleaning
OP � operation
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Microturbines
• Microturbines are small fast-running gas turbines
• Power range: 20 – 500 kW
• Pressure ratio: ~ 4 : 1 High shaft speed  > 40 000 rpm 
• Recuperator to increase electrical efficiency (25 – 30 %)
• Direct drive high-frequency alternator
• Attractive for distributed power generation and cogeneration application
• Recuperator bypass control for variable heat production for cogeneration 

Source: Turbec AB 
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Abstract

FuelCell Energy Inc. (FCE) is actively developing fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid systems, DFC/T®, for generation of clean electric power with
very high efficiencies. The gas turbine extends the high efficiency of the fuel cell without the need for supplementary fuel. Key features of
the DFC/T system include: electrical efficiencies of up to 75% on natural gas (60% on coal gas), minimal emissions, simple design, reduced
carbon dioxide release to the environment, and potential cost competitiveness with existing combined cycle power plants. FCE successfully
completed sub-MW scale proof-of-concept tests (pre-alpha DFC/T hybrid power plant). The tests demonstrated that the concept results in
h beta units).
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igher power plant efficiency. A small packaged natural gas fueled sub-MW unit is being developed for demonstrations (alpha and
lso, the preliminary design of a 40 MW power plant including the key equipment layout and the site plan was completed.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the in-
egration of the fuel cells with gas turbines for electric power
eneration. The premise of these power cycles are ultra high
fficiency and very low emissions. Among various types of

uel cells, the high temperature type (>600◦C), including
olid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and molten carbonate fuel cell
MCFC), is suitable for integration with gas turbines[1]. The
as turbines being mechanical energy conversion devices op-
rate more efficiently at higher temperatures (turbine inlet).
he hybrid fuel cell/gas turbine systems using SOFC[2] and
CFC[3] have been studied and optimized for performance.
FCE’s DFC/T hybrid system concept is based on integra-

ion of the company’s internal reforming Direct FuelCell®

4,5] with an indirectly heated gas turbine to supplement fuel
ell generated power. The fuel cell plays the key role by pro-
ucing the larger share of the power (>80%). The gas turbine

� This paper was presented at the 2004 Fuel Cell Seminar, San Antonio,
X, USA.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 203 825 6048; fax: +1 203 825 6273.

is utilized for generation of additional power by recover
the fuel cell byproduct heat in a Brayton cycle, as wel
for providing the air for fuel cell operation. The power pl
design consists of a novel waste heat recovery approac
extraction of heat from the fuel cell exhaust[6]. Because o
the indirect heat transfer to the turbine expander and ab
of a combustor, NOx is not generated by the gas turbine.

One of the key features of DFC/T concept is the in
pendent (uncoupled) operating pressure of the fuel cel
turbine. Hence, the system works very efficiently with a w
range of air compression ratios (3–15). Typically, small-s
gas turbines (micro-turbines) use a low compression
(3–4), while the MW-size units are designed for high c
pression ratios (7–15). The DFC/T system design is
able over a range of applications from sub-MW industria
medium scale (MW) distributed generation to large cen
station plants. The concept also features adeptness to t
isting industrial frame gas turbines. Based on these fea
FCE embarked on the proof-of-concept tests integrati
fuel cell stack with a micro-turbine. The results of these t
were also used to provide the design (mechanical and
trol) information for development of multi-MW scale pow
E-mail address: hghezel@fce.com (H. Ghezel-Ayagh). plants. The current Vision 21 project is intended to move

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2004.12.060
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forward the development of multi-MW power plants for the
wholesale market.

2. System description

The DFC/T system concept is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The system includes a heat recovery unit (HRU) con-
sisting of a series of heat exchangers arranged to maximize
the heat recovery from the cathode exhaust gas. The HRU
has a dual functionality of preparing the anode gas, and also,
transferring a portion of system exhaust heat to the gas tur-
bine air (in low temperature recuperator, LTR). The prepa-
ration of anode gas includes humidification of natural gas
by the feed water, and preheating of the anode gas to the
fuel cell operating temperature. The humidification process
provides the steam needed for the reforming of natural gas.
Typically a steam-to-carbon ratio of two and higher is re-
quired for steam reformation of natural gas to prevent carbon
formation. The mixed fuel and steam are preheated to the
temperature of about 550◦C prior to entering the fuel cell
anode. The methane in the natural gas is steam reformed in
the direct carbonate fuel cell (internal reforming) to hydro-
gen, which is the primary fuel for the fuel cell. The fuel cell
reactions are:

Anode

C

C )

H )

)

pro-
d d-
u ct of
e tion

to completion and minimizes the need for feed water to the
system. The anode exhaust containing some unreacted fuel
is mixed with air and then oxidized completely in a catalytic
oxidizer.

In the turbine cycle, air is compressed to the operating
pressure of the gas turbine and heated in the LTR using waste
heat from the fuel cell. The compressed air is then heated fur-
ther to the operating temperature of the gas turbine expander
by a high temperature recuperator (HTR) located between the
oxidizer and fuel cell (cathode). The hot compressed air is ex-
panded in the turbine providing additional electricity. The ex-
panded air then flows into the oxidizer. The oxidizer exhaust,
containing excess air, flows into HTR, and subsequently into
the fuel cell cathode. At the cathode, oxygen (in the air) and
CO2 (from the anode exhaust) are reacted to complete the fuel
cell electrochemical reaction. The heat generated in the fuel
cell as the byproduct of the electrochemical reaction is uti-
lized partly to support the endothermic (methane) reforming
reaction. The thermal integration of the fuel cell electrochem-
ical and methane reforming reactions offered by the internal
reforming direct fuel cell enhances the fuel cell electrical ef-
ficiency while helping in the thermal management of fuel cell
stack/module. The cathode exhaust, containing the heat from
fuel cell, provides the heat for preheating the air (in LTR) and
fuel, and for generation of steam in HRU before exiting from
the power plant.

3

tion
o tical
s r de-
v tests
i h a
m ine.
T ir ex-
h tions

ell bypr
H4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 reforming (1)

O + H2O → CO2 + H2 water gas shift (2

2 + CO3
2− → H2O + CO2 + 2e− electrochemical (3

Cathode

1
2O2 + CO2 + 2e− → CO3

2− electrochemical (4

At the anode, hydrogen is electrochemically reacted
ucing dc electricity, and CO2 and water vapor as bypro
cts. The availability of water vapor at anode as a produ
lectrochemical reaction helps drive the reforming reac

Fig. 1. DFC/T® ultra high efficiency system concept: fuel c
. Proof-of-concept tests

The focus of proof-of-concept tests was on the verifica
f the DFC/T concept, the developmental testing of cri
ystem components and acquiring design information fo
elopment of power plant products. The first series of
nvolved integration of a 250 kW (full-size) DFC stack wit

odified Capstone Simple Cycle Model 330 micro-turb
he micro-turbine was constructed with a compressed a
aust port and expander inlet pipe to provide flow connec

oduct heat is utilized in gas turbine to supplement fuel cell power.
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to the fuel cell system. An air blower was also included in the
power plant, which increased the flexibility of operation for
the testing purposes. The power plant was capable of operat-
ing in dual modes: fuel cell/turbine integrated mode and fuel
cell only mode. The dual mode capability was used to eval-
uate the benefits of the DFC/T cycle over the fuel cell-only
cycle. The results of the first phase of tests have previously
been presented and published[7,8]. The dual mode operation
confirmed that greater efficiencies could be obtained by inte-
gration of micro-turbine with the fuel cell. As micro-turbine
with higher airflow became available, the next phase of tests
were conducted after replacing Capstone Model 330 with
Capstone C60. These tests also benefited from the next gen-
eration of full-size fuel cell stack.Fig. 2 shows a picture of
the DFC/T power plant facility with the C60 micro-turbine
integrated in the fuel cell system.Fig. 3 shows a simplified
process flow sheet for the sub-MW DFC/T power plant, in-
cluding a typical set of process operational data. Three heat
recuperators for indirect heating of air from the compressor
side of the micro-turbine were included. The anode exhaust
oxidizer included a high temperature catalytic section.

The proof-of-concept test was completed verifying the
DFC/T concept. The world’s first grid-connected fuel
cell/turbine hybrid system operated for >6600 h. Thermal
management of the system was confirmed by increasing
micro-turbine expander inlet temperature while controlling
t gies
w tests
s m to
f tility
g enar-
i was

Fig. 2. Sub-MW DFC/T hybrid power plant facility: full-size DFC stack
was integrated with capstone C60 micro-turbine.

demonstrated using the micro-turbine as the only source of
fresh air supply to the system. The operational tests, as well
as the tests of the power plant heat-up during the process and
control checkout of the balance-of-plant (BOP), confirmed
the stable and well-controlled operation of the DFC/T power
plant with the micro-turbine. NOx emission levels of less than
0.25 ppm were achieved. Computer simulation of the power
plant including mass and energy balances was utilized as an-
alytical tool during the testing period. The BOP equipment
and the micro-turbine performance were monitored and eval-

ocess
he fuel cell operating temperature. The control strate
ere refined based on the operational experience. The
uccessfully demonstrated the ability of the control syste
ollow prescribed load ramps and to respond to abrupt u
rid outages. The system trip/emergency shutdown sc

os were tested successfully. The power plant operation

Fig. 3. Sub-MW DFC/T hybrid power plant facility pr
 flow diagram: a typical set of operational data are included.
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uated. The heat transfer coefficients for the heat exchangers
were analyzed against the vendor supplied information. The
heat losses from the pipes and equipment in the power plant
test facility were estimated. The results of the sub-MW sys-
tem tests have indicated that effective recuperation of heat
to the gas turbine and minimization of the heat loss from the
BOP equipment are important factors in the design of DFC/T
power plants.

4. Sub-MW power plant design and demonstrations

Demonstration of DFC/T system configuration in sub-
MW class power plant units for distributed generation is the
next step in evolution of the hybrid systems. FuelCell Energy
has planned to build and test a packaged DFC/T power plant at
its facility in Danbury, CT (alpha unit), and then demonstrate
the second DFC/T power plant (beta unit) in Montana. These
DFC/T sub-MW plants will demonstrate grid-connected op-
erations, help assess the efficiency potential of the sub-MW
plants and provide valuable data on integration and operation
of DFC/T power plants under laboratory and field conditions.

The preliminary design of the sub-MW packaged demon-
stration unit has been completed. Steady-state mass and en-
ergy balances for the power plant were performed for various
m load
o oft-
w pared
a and
s wer
p the
p odifi-
c ion
t w of
t azop
m set
o tru-
m ared

incorporating design information and recommendations from
sub-MW proof-of-concept test results, DFC300 product data
and the Hazop safety review mentioned above. Suppliers for
key equipment such as micro-turbine, recuperators and anode
gas oxidizer have been selected. Three-dimensional equip-
ment (process, utility and other) and piping layout drawings
were prepared using the intergraph plant design software.
Pipe stress analysis was completed using Caesar II software,
generating specifications for expansion joints and pipe sup-
ports. Specifications for all valves including safety valves
and pressure regulators were prepared, and bids were so-
licited from the suppliers. Design parameters and specifica-
tions have been developed for key instrument and control
equipment. All major equipment and instrument items have
been ordered. The procurement is in progress.

A preliminary review of potential demonstration sites in
Montana for the beta sub-MW unit was completed. Two
venues in Montana, including the Engineering/Physical Sci-
ence Building at Montana State University (Bozeman, MT)
and the Deaconess Billings Clinic (Billings, MT), were inves-
tigated. Both sites were found to be suitable for the demon-
stration.

5. Multi-MW power plant design
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odes of operation; including start-up, standby, and full
peration; using the CHEMCAD process simulation s
are. The process equipment specifications were pre
nd issued to original equipment manufacturers (OEM)
uppliers for quotation. A process flow diagram of the po
lant including major operating equipment along with
lant start-up equipment was generated. The design m
ations of existing DFC300A fuel cell module for applicat
o the DFC300/T system were completed. A safety revie
he DFC300T system was conducted based on the H
ethodology utilized widely by the process industries. A
f piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), with ins
ent and equipment design information, was also prep
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ulti-MW DFC/T power plant (baseline configuration) performance p
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ybrid system has potentially significant efficiency gain over DFC-on
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ture recuperator. The multi-MW power plant performa
power output and efficiency) estimates for the near, in
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re presented inTable 1. For comparison, performance e
ates for the DFC-only systems are also shown in the t
ased on the comparison, the integration of the fuel cell

urbine in a hybrid system offers significant improvemen
ower plant electrical efficiency. The mid-term and long-t
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xpected with fuel cell developments. The long-term sys
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16.8 33.5
16.3 32.7

8.7 20.7
(5.9) (10.9)
2.6 9.3

(0.1) (0.2)
18.8 41.8
67.0 74.6

m.
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Fig. 4. Process flow diagram of the long-term multi-MW DFC/T hybrid system: system features an advanced gas turbine with intercooled and re-heat cycle.

tercooled and reheat cycle that might be available in future
with gas turbine developments.Fig. 4shows the process flow
diagram of the system. The long-term system has a potential
to offer system electrical efficiency approaching 75% (LHV
natural gas).

The preliminary design of a 40 MW power plant for near-
term application was completed. The design is based on a
scalable approach using FCE’s existing M-10 (MW-scale)
fuel cell modules in a cluster arrangement. The fuel cell clus-
ter design has five M-10 modules in a cluster with common
distribution piping for the fuel and oxidant gases. Based on
the scalable overall plant design concept, the plant is arranged
in three sections in addition to the centralized equipment.
Each section consists of two clusters of fuel cell modules
together with supporting equipment. The centralized equip-
ment, which supports all three sections, includes a gas tur-
bine, an anode gas oxidizer and other common site equipment
such as a fuel clean-up subsystem and a water treatment sub-
system.

The process flow diagrams with process controls for nor-
mal operation and start-up heating were generated. Steady-
state mass and energy balances for the power plant were
completed for various modes of operation; including start-
up, standby, and full load operation. The performance of
the 40 MW power plant estimated based on near-term fuel
cell performance and a commercially available gas turbine
i for
k pliers
w tion
a lected
f 11.
M ged

industrial design. Key characteristics of the gas turbine in-
clude: pressure ratio of eight and turbine inlet temperature of
1800◦F. The fuel clean-up subsystem is a centralized desulfu-
rizer for the natural gas fuel, which uses activated carbon in an
epoxy lined carbon steel vessel. Electrical one-line diagrams
were prepared for the power generation and auxiliary power
needs. The power conditioning system (PCS) is designed to
convert the 300 VDC from the fuel cells to 13.8 kV and is
modular. A PCS module supports each fuel cell cluster. The
6000 kW modular unit is a packaged assembly that includes
IGBT-based inverters and a step-up transformer. The central
control system for the plant is designed to coordinate the
output of the three plant sections (six PCS modules). It pro-
vides operational sequence control for plant start-up heating,
on-load operation, and normal and emergency shutdowns.

An overall layout/plot plan of the 40 MW plant is shown
in Fig. 5. The site is approximately 273′ × 325′ in size. The

Table 2
Forty-megawatt DFC/T hybrid power plant performance (estimate)

Fuel cell
dc power output (MW) 36.1
ac power output (MW) 34.3

Gas turbine
Expander power (MW) 21.8
Compressor power (MW) (10.4)

P

N
E

A

s presented inTable 2. Specifications were prepared
ey pieces of equipment and subsystems. Potential sup
ere contacted, and preliminary configuration informa
nd cost estimates were obtained. The gas turbine se

or the 40 MW plant design is a Man Turbo Model 1304-
an Turbo’s THM heavy-duty gas turbine features a rug
Net ac power (MW) 10.8
lant parasitic load
Anode gas compressor (MW) (3.6)
Other auxiliary loads (MW) (0.8)

et power output (MW) 40.8
fficiency (%) (LHV of natural gas) 61.8

n electrical efficiency of 62% is expected in a near-term system.
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Fig. 5. Forty megawatt plant layout/plot plan: power plant is divided into three sections, each containing a pair of fuel cell module clusters.

arrangement of equipment on the site is designed to provide
easy access to the equipment for maintenance and replace-
ment, and minimize the length for the largest process pip-
ing. Design of the site arrangement included sizing of all
the process piping and the development of process pressure
profiles consistent with performance estimates. Thermal in-
sulation requirements were established for all the process
piping based on a surface touch temperature limit criteria.
A computer model was developed for detailed design of the
piping system including pipe sizes and insulation thickness
requirements.

6. Conclusions

The proof-of-concept test of the DFC/T system in the sub-
MW power plant facility was completed achieving the mile-
stone of being the world’s first grid-connected hybrid fuel
cell/gas turbine power plant. Thermal management of the sys-
tem was confirmed. The control strategies were refined. Sys-
tem trip/emergency shutdown scenarios were tested success-
fully. Power plant operation, using a microturbine as the only
source of fresh air supply to the system, was demonstrated.

The preliminary design of the sub-MW hybrid packaged
unit (for alpha demonstration) has been completed. Design
m for
i Ha-
z eted
a in-
s parts
a

A scalable approach for the multi-MW plant design based
on fuel cell clusters of the existing 1 MW (M-10) modules has
been developed. Preliminary design for the 40 MW DFC/T
hybrid system using a commercially available gas turbine was
completed. The system electrical efficiency (LHV) based on
near-term fuel cell performance was estimated to be 62%.
Process flow diagrams with equipment and controls for oper-
ation and start-up have been prepared. Major equipment spec-
ifications were prepared and vendor quotes were solicited.
Electrical one-line diagrams have been generated. Plant pipe
sizing and insulation requirements were determined. Major
equipment layouts and power plant plot plans have been gen-
erated.
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